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We present here results from two independent studies of neutron star physics. In chapter 2, we examine the detailed structure of the poloidal magnetic fields of a neutron star
with a strong type II superconducting core and a normal crust. The star is modeled as an
axisymmetric configuration in hydrodynamic equilibrium in Newtonian gravity. We assume
that the equation of state is barotropic. In the strong type II limit, the core magnetic field
is a function of density alone: H = H(ρ). This peculiarity enables us to solve for the shapes
of the field lines. We consider the case of field lines from the core hitting the crust boundary vertically, and we show that while they may not penetrate far into the normal crust,
they nevertheless set the scale for the magnitude of the external field. Intriguingly, we find
that for this configuration the external field is around B ∼ 1012 G, which is typical for a
radiopulsar. It is quite remarkable that this result is entirely a function of the microphysics
at the core–crust boundary. In chapter 3, we present work in finding a solution to Einstein’s
equations describing a black hole–neutron star binary inspiral close to merger. We consider
the case of a 6:1 mass ratio system with a star governed by a polytropic Γ = 2, SLy, or
LS220 equation of state. The star is assumed to be irrotational and in a quasiequilibrium
orbit. We present the numerical techniques that we have used in order to improve the convergence of methods for obtaining solutions describing such systems. We obtain solutions
for a polytropic star of compactness M/R ≤ 0.21, for an SLy star with M/R ≤ 0.25, and for
a LS220 star with M/R ≤ 0.26. These compactness values are significantly higher than any
previously published results. The highest compactness star has mass 2 M , corresponding
to the highest reliably measured neutron star mass.
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1 | Introduction
Neutron stars provide an especially interesting subject of study because of their rather exotic
physics. One the one hand, their properties as condensed matter objects are quite extreme.
Typical surface magnetic fields are around 1012 G, and when such a star rotates, it may emit
very regular pulses of electromagnetic radiation. Neutron stars are also the densest known
macroscopic objects in the universe, with densities exceeding 3 × 1014 g cm−3 , the density of
an atomic nucleus. At such extreme densities, the star is primarily composed of degenerate
interacting baryons, leading to pressures sufficient for hydrostatic balance for stellar masses
up to at least 2 M . The core of the star becomes so dense that nearly all of the matter forms
neutrons, the more stable hadron at these pressures. The neutrons form a superfluid core,
with the remaining protons dissolved in the core and forming a type II superconductor. This
superconductor does not exhibit the Meissner effect, and thus magnetic fields ∼ 1014 –1016 G
are allowed in the core. Understanding the particular shape of the core fields allows better
analyses of the field everywhere and also the resulting distortion to the star.
On the other hand, the incredible density of neutron stars combined with their size results
in a highly extreme gravitational field in the neighborhood of the stars. The Schwarzschild
radius of a neutron star is a few tenths of the neutron star radius, and thus inside the neutron
star and in its vicinity the distortion of the surrounding space-time is appreciable. If we have
a neutron star in a binary system with a black hole, the motion of these objects in their orbit
as they near merger produces ∼ 0.1 kHz gravitational radiation, which we hope to detect
directly. A quantitative prediction of the radiation produced is required in order to detect it,
1

and a complete solution for the spacetime in the vicinity of the two objects close to merger
is a necessary aspect of this.
In this dissertation, we examine two separate aspects of neutron star physics: the shape
of neutron star magnetic field lines in and around its superconducting core, and the spacetime metric and matter density in a region where a compact neutron star–black hole binary
is close to merger. In the rest of this chapter, we give a brief introduction to both of these
topics.

1.1

Poloidal Magnetic Fields in Superconducting Neutron Stars

The theory of superconductivity in nuclear matter was first applied to neutron stars in
Baym et al. [1]; the stars are commonly around 108 K, whereas the the critical temperature
of protons in their cores is 109 –1010 K, and so they are in a superconducting regime. The
specific behavior of the core is governed by the relative sizes of the proton coherence length ξp
√
and the London length λL [2]. In particular, it is found that when λL > ξp / 2 the core will
form a type II superconductor, wherein magnetic fields are not excluded from the matter but
rather are confined to flux tubes each carrying a flux quantum Φ0 = π~c/e of magnetic flux.
Outside the core of the flux tube, the strength of the magnetic field decays exponentially
with a scale λL . The particular value of ξp , important for this analysis, is still somewhat
uncertain, with values still being refined [3, 4], but it is likely that for baryon densities less
than about twice nuclear density, a type II superconductor will result.
Two recent observations are relevant to the topic of neutron star superconductivity. The
first is the X-ray observations of the cooling Cassiopeia A supernova remnant. Measurements
of the cooling rate of the neutron star remnant show that it is cooling primarily via Cooper
pair formation in the neutron superfluid. Without proton superconductivity, the URCA and
2

modified URCA processes would lead to faster cooling, but these are suppressed when the
protons are bound into Cooper pairs [5–7]. The second important observation was the recent
discovery of a 2 M neutron star, which constrains the available neutron star equations of
state and makes it likely that the core could not far exceed twice nuclear density [8]. Both
these observations support theoretical reasoning for type II proton superconductivity in
neutron star cores.
Given these results, it is important to be able to precisely model the effect the superconductor has on the star as a whole. Previous analyses have considered a purely normal
star with no superconducting core [9], poloidal fields of a uniform density star [10], and
toroidal fields in a Newtonian Γ = 2 polytrope [11–13]. Here we consider the case of poloidal
fields in an axisymmetric Newtonian Γ = 2 polytrope, fully accounting for the effects of the
superconducting core on the star. The most important result we obtain is the prediction
of B ∼ 1012 G at the surface of the star, in agreement with the value commonly observed
astrophysically. It is of note that this result is only a consequence of microscopic physics
of the superconductor and of reasonable assumptions about the general shape of the fields,
without requiring any astrophysically based inputs.
In this work, we obtain an equilibrium solution to the star, following the requirements of
hydrostatic balance. We use a perturbative approach, in which the magnetic stress is assumed
to have only a small effect on the background configuration. In this way, the magnetic field
configuration can be obtained using the unperturbed background density, with corrections
to the fields due to the perturbed density arising only at second order. A complication arises
because of the complex behavior at the boundary of the core and the normal crust, which
we treat with the application of an appropriate boundary condition.
We now sketch how the solution is obtained; details are given in chapter 2.
3

1.1.1

Field in Superconducting Core

In the core, we assume that we are in the strong type II limit, so that B  H and we
can ignore the interactions between field lines. We also assume that the free energy has
no dependence on the direction of B, only its magnitude, i.e. that there are no preferred
directions, and this implies that H = Hc1 (ρ)B̂. The magnitude of H here is given by
Hc1 (ρ), the first superconducting critical field strength, which is only a function of density,
and so the problem therefore reduces to the question of finding the direction of the field
everywhere. Directly solving Maxwell’s equation for H, however, is complicated, even if we
were to know the current density somehow. Instead, we can concentrate on solving for the
shape of a single field line. We can parameterize a given field line by its arclength, and use
this to define various quantities describing the shape of the field line. Using these definitions,
Maxwell’s equation for H can be transformed into (2.12) and then into (2.16), which we can
integrate numerically to find the shape of the field line.
It is worth mentioning here a couple relevant aspects of this physical system. There is a
quantity which we call A that is constant along magnetic field lines, and in that sense serves
to label each line. This property holds generally for poloidal fields. Furthermore, hydrostatic
balance requires that

J
ρr sin θ

is constant along field lines, which gives us the quantity J (A)

appearing in (2.12) and (2.16).
Given a background solution to provide ρ, input from microphysics for the form of H(ρ),
and a value for J (A), we can determine the shape of the field line. The line must pass
through the equator vertically, and so if a condition is provided for the other end of the field
line where it passes into the normal crust, it is possible to determine numerically the value
of J (A) (if any) that satisfies this condition for a line with a given radius at the equator.
In this investigation, we use the condition that field lines must meet the boundary with the
normal core vertically, which we expect to yield the field configuration making the external
4

field the most dipolar.

1.1.2

Field in Normal Region and Transition

In the normal crust, we have simply that H = B, and so Maxwell’s equation for H becomes
a partial differential equation for A that we can solve directly provided that we know J (A).
The principal difficulty comes in determining this function consistently with the core and
the external vacuum region solutions; continuity at the crust–core and surface boundaries
provides the main constraint on the dipole field in the crust. The boundary layer between
the superconducting core and the normal crust exhibits quite complicated physics, and it is
the treatment of this layer that drives two separate cases we can consider.
In the first case, we consider the transition region to be of zero thickness. In this situation,
we can find that the current parameter J (A) driving the fields in the normal region is simply
a constant for all the field lines in the crust. When B → 0 at the boundary, the field lines
from the core do not penetrate into the normal shell at all, but continuity there still enables
the core field strength to influence fields in the crust. The key result we find is that at the
stellar surface,

rb 
B ∼ Hb 1 −
R

(1.1)

where Hb and rb are the magnetic field and radius at the crust–core boundary, respectively.
Given typical characteristic values, this yields B ∼ 1012 –1013 G. Both rb and Hb can be
deduced from microphysics, so that this is a fairly interesting result, as it agrees with astrophysical measurements for many pulsars.
The second case is that of a transition region of finite thickness. If it can still be considered thin, it can be treated as a surface current in the boundary. This case introduces
a considerable amount of complication into the solution procedure. Notably, it results in
a non-constant value for J (A), and creates non-dipolar fields in the shell and the external
5

vacuum, which can be solved perturbatively.

1.1.3

Discussion

Given the fields determined inside the star, we can solve the equations of hydrostatic balance
to enforce equilibrium among forces from pressure, gravity, and magnetism. We can use this
to obtain the multipole moments of the star, and in particular the quadrupole moment, which
holds some astrophysical relevance. We write the quadrupole term in the expansion of the
gravitational potential evaluated at the surface, which is a related quantity, as −M2 ×GM/R.
With typical values for a neutron star we find M2 ∼ 10−9 , which is fairly small but could
potentially be detectable.
One interesting result of this analysis is the determination of a characteristic 1012 G field
at the star surface. A number of stars have been found with fields differing significantly from
this prediction, and so we note a number of simplifying assumptions that could affect this.
We only considered a particular form for the core field lines where they hit the boundary
vertically; other boundary conditions at the transition region could affect this result. Furthermore, the strong type II limit could break down, with B ∼ H in the core; this would
likely be the case for magnetars. Toroidal magnetic fields were also not discussed, and could
have an effect on the results here. However, many stars have been observed with the value
discussed herein, and this analysis provides an explanation for their field strengths.

1.2

Binary Black Hole–Compact Neutron Star Initial Data

The subject of numerical relativity is a very rich one, and finds particular prominence thanks
to large experiments such as LIGO and VIRGO. These experiments seek to obtain the
first direct detection of gravitational radiation, predicted by general relativity, as well as
provide observations of events such as binary black hole mergers, which provide no other
means of observation. Such observations could be very useful in constraining models of
6

stellar evolution by determining the frequency with which such events occur in our local
neighborhood of the universe. Actually detecting gravitational waves is an exceptionally
challenging task however, because of the weakness of such a signal. In its core frequency band
√
near 100 Hz, Advanced LIGO is expected to be able to detect strains h & 3 × 10−24 / Hz
[14], which are incredibly small. A naïve search would have great difficulty finding such
a signal, but using matched filtering techniques based on the known signal that should be
detected, such a problem becomes tractable. Numerical relativity is crucial in providing and
calibrating the waveforms to use for this detection.
While Einstein’s equations remain unsolvable analytically except in a few special cases,
numerical techniques offer the opportunity to obtain precise solutions for binary mergers.
Large scientific codebases such as the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC) contain routines to calculate the initial configuration for a binary system and the evolution of that system through
merger and ringdown, obtaining the gravitational waveforms the system would produce. In
addition to binary black hole mergers, black hole–neutron star mergers and binary neutron
star mergers are also of interest. In particular, it is expected that there would be around
five times more BHNS mergers than BBH mergers occurring in a region of space per year,
and as many as 30 times more NSNS than BHNS mergers [15].
Numerical simulations for binary black hole systems first became feasible with the work
of Pretorius [16]. Since then, a large number of groups have carried out simulations. For a
review and further references, see [17]. A number of studies of binary neutron star systems
have also been performed [for a review, see 18, 19], based on work from Teukolsky [20] and
Shibata [21]. The majority of this work uses finite difference methods. The use of spectral
methods started in computational fluid dynamics in the 1970’s, and these methods were first
applied to the initial value problem for black hole binary systems by Grandclément et al.
[22]. Essential to the problem of initial data is a way to solve the elliptic equations that
arise from Einstein’s equations, and our work in particular is based on the general multi7

domain elliptic solver by Pfeiffer et al. [23]. Using a technique similar to that described in
[24] for approaching the solution of the neutron star, Foucart et al. [25] were able to obtain
solutions for various binary black hole–neutron star systems. Their solver forms the basis of
our approach.
In chapter 3, we consider the problem of simulating a black hole–neutron star binary
during inspiral, near merger. In particular, we would like to obtain a self-consistent solution
(“initial data”) to the relevant Einstein equations at a single initial time, so that that solution
can be evolved forward in time to obtain the complete waveform. The method developed
in [25] works well for the case of a binary where the neutron star is of low to moderate
compactness. Here, we develop a method that can solve for systems where the compactness
is moderate to high. We use the same infrastructure they used, which is part of the Spectral
Einstein Code (SpEC) software, in order to extend it to support higher compactnesses than
previously.

1.2.1

Solution Method

Fundamentally, this is a problem of solving a system of nonlinear elliptic partial differential
equations. There are a rich variety of methods one can use to solve such a system; we rely
upon the Spectral Elliptic Solver (Spells) routine introduced by Pfeiffer et al. [23], which
forms the basis of the SpEC BHNS initial data solver. At each point of the simulation
grid, an approximation is made for the derivatives, and the elliptic equations and boundary
conditions are transformed to a large system of nonlinear algebraic (rather than differential)
equations. This system is then solved with the aid of the PETSc scientific library. The
particular prescription followed for approximating the derivatives is the pseudo-spectral one;
for details on this prescription see [26, sec. 20.7], as well as [27, chap. 7] and [28–30].
In order to solve this system in practice, an iterative approach is used. Various conditions such as vanishing center-of-mass momentum, specified black hole spin, and the quasi8

equilibrium condition that the objects should be approximately stationary in the corotating
frame impose certain restrictions, which allows solving for free parameters such as the location of the black hole center or the orbital angular velocity. The bulk of the computational
cost is in solving the elliptic equations and boundary conditions for the metric and the velocity potential. At each step of the iterative procedure, each quantity has its new value
determined sequentially by solving its equation without modifying the other quantities. By
choosing an analytic approximate initial guess and iterating these steps, a solution for all of
the relevant parameters, and thus the system as a whole, should be found.
In practice, this procedure works well for a large class of physically interesting systems.
A test case we use is that of a nearly circular 6:1 mass ratio (black hole/neutron star) inspiral
of a 1.4 M neutron star and a non-spinning black hole. The objects are taken to be 8 times
the black hole’s Schwarzschild radius apart, and the neutron star equation of state is taken
as a Γ = 2 polytrope. The above procedure works well for this system when the compactness
C ≡ M/R of the neutron star is around 0.15, but as that value is increased to 0.2 and higher,
the iterations of the SpEC solver fail to converge and we are unable to obtain a solution.
If we consider an alternative more physically reasonable SLy equation of state, the trouble
happens even sooner, for compactness of only 0.17. Our goal then is to search for techniques
that would allow finding solutions with higher compactness. Note that for the family of
polytropic equations of state we consider, an isolated neutron star would be stable up to a
compactness of approximately 0.21. With an SLy equation of state, it remains stable up to
a compactness of about 0.3.
A few different techniques can be tried in order to obtain compact solutions. We found
that among the various methods we attempted, two in particular enabled us to obtain the
desired solutions. The first is a modification of how we update variables after solving the
equation that governs them. Rather than using the new value directly, the new value can be
combined with the old, to reduce the magnitude of the change. Such a prescription is known
9

as relaxation. The second was to change how we accommodate linear ADM momentum
drift that creeps into the system. The method of [25] is to adjust the position of the black
hole to drive the momentum toward zero. Instead, we introduce a boost to the boundary
conditions imposed at infinity. The strength of the boost is also adjusted using the method
of relaxation, to ensure it does not change too abruptly during the solution method. These
two methods were found to be sufficient to allow solving for compact systems, corresponding
to stars of mass up to 2 M .

Domain
An important aspect of the solver is the domain that is used to solve the equations. The
domain must be well-matched to the problem. A number of subdomains are used to cover the
domain of interest, either overlapping or just touching at their boundaries. If a region of the
domain has insufficient resolution to resolve behavior within it, the solution may suffer, and
if it has excessive resolution it will be computationally wasteful. Therefore, it is important to
be able to tune the concentration of resolution, and multiple subdomains provide the easiest
means. Furthermore, with a neutron star contained in the domain, a discontinuity in the
derivatives of physical quantities exists at the surface of the star, and having such a feature
in the middle of a spectral subdomain would result in Gibbs phenomenon, ruining spectral
convergence. Therefore, it is imperative to be able to ensure that such a discontinuity lies on
the boundary of a subdomain. It is also desirable to make the apparent horizon of the black
hole coincide with a subdomain boundary so as to enforce appropriate boundary conditions
there. One of the steps of the iteration is to update the domain with this information, as
the elliptic solve modifies the locations of these features.
The domain we use in this solver is that described in [25], which consists of the union of
several subdomains in the shape of parallelepipeds, spherical shells, and cylindrical shells.
The size, location, and resolution of each subdomain is chosen in order to provide adequate
10

coverage in resolution for relevant regions, without requiring high resolution everywhere.
The entire domain is shown and further described in figure 3.1.

1.2.2

Relaxation

For some of the quantities appearing in the solution, their value does not change significantly
during the procedure, and so relaxation is not needed. However, others such as the metric
and matter variables are much more prone to lead to difficulty for the solution. The position
of the neutron star surface is another such quantity. We define a relaxation parameter λ
through the scheme
unew = λu∗ + (1 − λ)uold

(1.2)

for obtaining the new value of a quantity from its old value and its solved value u∗ . Using
λ = 1 corresponds to a simple update with no relaxation. A typical value used in the SpEC
solver and necessary even at low compactness is λ = 0.3. Using this value with relaxation
applied only to the metric quantities and velocity potential allows obtaining solutions for
compactnesses up to 0.18 with the polytropic equation of state. To reach higher values we
can choose a lower λ: with λ as low as 0.15, solutions could be obtained for C . 0.2.
For the more physically realistic SLy equation of state, this procedure still did not enable
obtaining a solution above C ≈ 0.16. However, another quantity that we had not previously
considered for relaxation is the computed location of the neutron star surface. The location
of the surface is used to define the boundary of the subdomain containing the star, and that
location is important because if the subdomain boundary does not coincide with the actual
surface, the discontinuity present there will severely degrade performance of the solution
method. We introduced a relaxation procedure for the coefficients defining the surface and
found that solutions for the SLy equation of state could now be found for C . 0.19, much
better than previously. Thus this approach provides solutions for higher compactness than
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previously accessible, although it still encounters trouble for high enough compactness.
For further details on this scheme, refer to section 3.2.1.

1.2.3

Momentum Control

One method of adjusting the linear ADM momentum in this system is simply to move the
black hole. This is because of the various constraints that are imposed elsewhere, such as
the requirement that the center of momentum remain fixed. That requirement is satisfied
by modifying the black hole momentum when its center is moved, which thus feeds back
into the total momentum. The method of [25] achieves this by approximating the system as
Newtonian. From the current value of the total ADM momentum it is possible to predict
the change in the black hole center that will result in the momentum reaching zero. Such
a scheme is fairly effective for less compact binaries, but we found that the jumps induced
in the black hole position inevitably caused convergence failure for systems with a compact
neutron star.
An alternative scheme, which we found to be effective even with compact stars, is to
apply boosted boundary conditions at the outer boundary of the domain while keeping the
black hole center fixed. Generally speaking, this tends to introduce a drift in the coordinate
location of the center of mass, which the above does not, but the former method does not
allow very compact solutions to be obtained.
For additional details about this method, see section 3.2.2.

1.2.4

Discussion

By applying the two techniques discussed above, large improvements were made in our ability
to solve for BHNS initial data with a compact neutron star. Combining these two methods
allowed us to obtain compact BHNS solutions with a variety of equations of state. For a Γ = 2
polytrope, we could obtain solutions with C = 0.21 and MNS = 1.4 M , the highest stable
12

compactness for this family of equations of state. For the SLy and LS220 equations of state,
we could find solutions where the neutron star mass is 1.9 M and 2 M , respectively, with
the latter being the highest mass (and most compact star) to have been reliably measured.
We thus consider these methods to successfully allow solutions for compact stars. These
results are discussed further in section 3.3.
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2 | Poloidal Magnetic Fields In Superconducting Neutron Stars1
Abstract
We develop the formalism for computing the magnetic field within an axisymmetric
neutron star with a strong Type II superconductor core surrounded by a normal conductor.
The formalism takes full account of the constraints imposed by hydrostatic equilibrium with a
barotropic equation of state. A characteristic of this problem is that the currents and fields
need to be determined simultaneously and self-consistently. Within the core, the strong
Type II limit B  H allows us to compute the shapes of individual field lines. We specialize
to purely poloidal magnetic fields that are perpendicular to the equator, and develop the
“most dipolar case” in which field lines are vertical at the outer radius of the core, which
leads to a magnetic field at the stellar surface that is as close to a dipole as possible. We
demonstrate that although field lines from the core may only penetrate a short distance into
the normal shell, boundary conditions at the inner radius of the normal shell control the
field strength on the surface. Remarkably, we find that for a Newtonian N = 1 polytrope,
the surface dipole field strength is Bsurf ' Hb b /3 where Hb is the magnetic field strength
at the outer boundary of the Type II core and b R is the thickness of the normal shell. For
reasonable models, Hb ≈ 1014 G and b ≈ 0.1 so the surface field strength is Bsurf ' 3 × 1012
G, comparable to the field strengths of many radiopulsars. In general, Hb and b are both
determined by the equation of state of nuclear matter and by the mass of the neutron star,
but Bsurf ∼ 1012 G is probably a robust result for the “most dipolar” case. We speculate
on how the wide range of neutron star surface fields might arise in situations with less
restrictions on the internal field configuration. We show that quadrupolar distortions are
1

Previously published as Henriksson, K. T. and Wasserman, I.: 2013, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 431(4),
2986.
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∼ −10−9 (Hb /1014 G)2 and arise primarily in the normal shell for B  Hb .

2.1

Introduction

Theoretical arguments predict that the protons in the core of a neutron star form a super√
conductor [1], which will be Type II provided that κ = 1/kL ξp > 1/ 2, where ξp is the
coherence length and 1/kL is the London length [2]; numerically
kL2
ξp

3
 p
4p3F,p e2
4πnp e2
F,p
−2
=
=
= (306 fm)
m?p c2
3π~3 m?p c2
50 MeV
~pF,p
3.33 fm(pF,p /50 MeV)
=
=
?
π∆p mp
∆p (MeV)(m?p /mp )

κ =

91.8∆p (MeV)(m?p /mp )3/2
1
=
kL ξp
(pF,p /50 MeV)5/2



mp
m?p



(2.1)

where m?p is the proton effective mass [e.g. 31–34]. The gap energy in MeV is ∆p (MeV) =
0.15Tc,p,9 for a critical temperature Tc,p = 109 Tc,p,9 K (because the pairing is 1 S0 ) and np =
p3F,p /3π 2 ~3 is the proton density. We expect pF,p ' 50 MeV at or just below nuclear density,
nnuc = 0.16 fm−3 , which is near the boundary between the superconducting core and normal
conducting crust inside a neutron star [35, 36] Although calculations of ∆p are still being
refined [3, 4], (2.1) is likely to be consistent with Type II superconductivity for nb . 2nnuc .
Two recent observations are relevant to this question. First, X-ray observations of the
Cassiopeia A neutron star are consistent with cooling via the Cooper pair formation process
[5–7], and require proton superconductivity to suppress the contribution from URCA processes, particularly Modified URCA; if Tc,p,9 & 2 − 3 throughout the Cassiopeia A neutron
star, these processes are unimportant [6]. Second, the discovery of a 2M neutron star favors
relatively stiff equations of state of nuclear matter, in which case internal densities may not
be far above nnuc [8]. We can quantify using relativistic polytropes, where the relationship
1+1/N

between pressure P and baryon density nb is P ∝ nb
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; to fix the scale we use the chemical

potential is µnuc = mb (1 + nuc ) at nuclear density, where mb is the baryon mass. Requiring
(i) nuc = 0.065, a reasonable value [37], (ii) Mmax > 2M and (iii) sound speed < 1 implies
0.54 ≤ N ≤ 0.73, for which Mmax ≈ 5.44(nuc )N/2 M ' 2.0 − 2.6M , and central densities
are nb /nnuc ' 1.7−2.4 and nb /nnuc ' 2.4−6.7 for M = 1.4M and M = 2.0M , respectively.
Actual equations of state may be stiffer than N = 1 in some density ranges, and softer in
others, but central densities may not be much larger than ' 2nnuc for “typical” neutron stars.
√
In this relatively limited density range, and with Tc,p,9 & 2 − 3, κ > 1/ 2 is likely to be true,
so the superconductor is Type II.
Inside a Type II superconductor, magnetic flux is concentrated within flux tubes, each
of which carries magnetic flux Φ0 = π~c/e ≈ 2.06 × 10−7 G cm2 . The spacing between flux
√
−1/2
tubes in a triangular lattice is `B = (2Φ0 /B 3)1/2 = 4880B12 fm, where B = 1012 B12 G
is the magnitude of the magnetic induction in the core; consequently

kL `B =

−1/2
15.9B12

 p
3/2  m 1/2
F,p
p
.
50 MeV
m?p

(2.2)

When kL `B  1, the magnetic field is confined to flux tubes that do not interact with one another to a first approximation; the local magnetic field near a flux tube decays exponentially
with a scale length 1/kL . Under these circumstances, the magnetic free energy is nearly proportional to B and the magnetic field strength inside the superconductor is approximately
[2]
p3F,p e ln κ
Φ0 kL2 ln κ
= 8.75 × 1013 G
=
H ' Hc1 '
4π
3πm?p c~2



ln κ
5



pF,p 3
50 MeV



mp
m?p



(2.3)

which is a function of density, since pF,p , m?p and κ vary with density according to the
neutron star equation of state; from the calculations in [3], we conclude that a fairly good
approximation is H ∝ ρb with b ≈ 1.6 − 1.8. Since kL `B is large, the superconducting core
of a neutron star is in the “strong Type II” regime. That the magnetic field strength in this
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regime is fixed by the density both simplifies and complicates the computation of magnetic
structure. The strong Type II limit fails within a (presumably thin) transition region within
which protons cluster progressively into nuclei until the superconducting free proton fluid
disappears entirely. The outer shell of the neutron star is then a normal conductor.
The challenge is to compute the magnetic field structure including both Type II inner
core and normal outer shell, which then matches to the (vacuum) exterior. In this paper,
we focus on the “most dipolar” external fields within stars we model as N = 1 Newtonian
polytropes. In order to find these most dipolar configurations, we require that field lines
exit the core vertically. We then show that if Hb  B is the magnetic field strength at the
outer edge of the Type II core, then the magnetic field at the base of the normal shell is very
nearly −Hb sin θ θ̂, provided that the transition region between the core and normal shell is
thin enough. This boundary condition is consistent with a particular dipole field solution
within the normal shell. From this solution we find that the characteristic magnetic dipole
field strength at the stellar surface under these conditions is approximately
Hb b
µ
'
' 2.91 × 1012 G
3
R
3



ln κ
5



pF,p 3
50 MeV



mp
m?p



b 
.
0.1

(2.4)

where the thickness of the crust is b R and µ is the dipole moment.
Equation (2.4) is one of the central results of this paper: it relates the dipole magnetic
field strength directly to the magnetic field in the Type II core and the thickness of the
stellar crust, both of which may be computed given the nuclear equation of state. Although
(2.4) depends sensitively on pF,p at the boundary of the Type II core, it is noteworthy that
the implied field strength in this model is comparable to B ∼ 1012 G, which is characteristic
of many pulsars and accreting neutron stars. Detailed results will differ among equations of
1/N

state; in particular, b ∝ ρb

, where ρb is the density at the base of the normal shell, for a

polytrope of index N .
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Other calculations based on magneto-thermal effects and evolution have also arrived at
surface magnetic field strengths of order 1012 − 1013 G [38, 39]. These arguments did not
consider the Type II core, and the significant boundary condition it imposes at the base of
the neutron star’s normal outer shell.
In section 2.2 we present a general overview of the problem we address here. In this
section, we derive (i) the implications of hydrostatic balance for magnetic field configurations,
(ii) the equations that we solve in the Type II core, (iii) the equations that hold in the normal
shell, and (iv) the formalism for computing stellar distortions. We give specific results
relevant to the “most dipolar” case and derive, in particular, (2.4), but also highlight causes
of perturbations around this simple solution. In section 2.3 we illustrate some of the salient
features of the problem via a toy model that is totally analytic and surprisingly close to being
realistic. Then in section 2.4 we present particular results for the most dipolar case of greatest
interest. In this section, we consider not only the simplest version of the “most dipolar” case
but also perturbations around that solution that lead to non-dipolar corrections to the fields.
We conclude in section 2.5 by reviewing these solutions and suggesting extensions to other
cases that may allow surface field strengths that are either appreciably lower or higher than
(2.4).

2.2

Overview

In this paper, we compute the magnetic field for a star with a superconducting core that
matches onto a normal crust surrounded by vacuum. We model the star as a Newtonian
N = 1 polytrope with a poloidal magnetic field that only distorts the star slightly. Previous
calculations of this type were done for poloidal fields of a uniform density star [10] and
for toroidal magnetic fields in a Newtonian N = 1 polytrope [11–13]. These two different
previous calculations were simpler than those presented here. A significant complication
in finding the magnetic field structure is that H is density-dependent according to (2.3);
19

accommodating this complication will require a generalization of the method of solution for
a uniform density star [10]. Calculations for a toroidal field could account for the density
dependence of H because it was unnecessary to determine the field line shapes, which were
specified a priori [11].

Our calculations are perturbative in that we assume that the distortions induced by magnetic stresses (which we compute) are small. However, we take full account of the requirements of hydrostatic balance, which constrain the field shapes, just as for normal conductors
[40, 41]; our calculations are analogous to those done previously for small magnetic distortions in a normal conductor [9]. We find the “true equilibrium” configurations in which the
magnetic distortions are assumed to obey the same equation of state as the unperturbed
star. The actual magnetic fields in neutron stars may not be true equilibria in this sense [42]
even though, on sufficiently long time scales, the fields should relax to these states naturally.
Even in non-equilibrium field configurations the field at the base of the normal shell will
have to match properly to the field in the Type II core. We therefore expect a version of
(2.4) to remain true for substantially dipolar fields even for configurations that are not true
equilibria.

We focus on the “most dipolar” field configurations that arise when field lines hit the
outer edge of the Type II core vertically. As we shall see, this is a special configuration, and
infinitely many others are possible.

Throughout this paper, we assume that the entire core of the star is superconducting. We
argued above that this may be reasonable if the density range in the core is not too large. We
expect that the external dipole field that emerges from our “most dipolar” solutions would
not be affected significantly if the very inner core of the neutron star is not superconducting.
20

2.2.1

Requirements of Hydrostatic Balance

The magnetic free energy is f (ρ, B), where ρ is mass density and B is magnetic induction;
then the magnetic field is H = 4π∂f /∂B, and the magnetic force density is

f

mag


= −ρ∇

∂f
∂ρ



(∇×H)×B
+
= −ρ∇
4π



∂f
∂ρ


+

J×B
c

(2.5)

using Ampére’s law, ∇×H = 4πJ/c . Equation (2.5) was derived in [11] by taking the
divergence of the magnetic stress tensor for a Type II superconductor given by [2]; it may
also be derived by considering the variation of magnetic energy resulting from small fluid
displacements. The equation of hydrostatic balance including pressure, gravity and magnetic
forces is
0=−

f mag
∇P
− ∇Ψ +
ρ
ρ

(2.6)

where Ψ is the gravitational potential, P is the pressure and ρ is the mass density. For a
barotropic fluid P = P (ρ) and dh(ρ) = dP (ρ)/ρ, in which case


∂f
J×B
0 = −∇ h + Ψ +
.
+
∂ρ
ρc

(2.7)

Equation (2.7) is only consistent mathematically if J×B/ρc = −∇Φ, where Φ is some
potential. In axisymmetry,
#
A(r, θ) φ̂
+ BT (r, θ) φ̂
B = ∇×
r sin θ
"

(2.8)

and H = HP + HT φ̂; the current density is

∇×H = ∇×HP +

∇(HT r sin θ)×φ̂
4πJ φ̂ ∇(HT r sin θ)×φ̂
≡
+
.
r sin θ
c
r sin θ
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(2.9)

Requiring that φ̂·(J×B) = 0 implies that HT r sin θ = HT (A); the Lorentz acceleration
J×B/ρc is a total gradient if

J−

cBT dHT (A)
= cρr sin θJ (A)
4π
dA

(2.10)

which means that −∇Φ = J (A)∇A. Equation (2.10) is well-known for normal magnetic
equilibria [9, 40, 41, 43]; the BT = 0 version of (2.10) has also been derived previously
for Type II superconductors with poloidal fields [10, 12]. Similar results have been derived
independently by Lander [44].
We are interested in poloidal fields only, so BT = 0. [See also 44, for specific models
including poloidal and toroidal fields.] We also assume that f (ρ, B) = f (ρ, B) i.e. there
are no preferred directions in space so the free energy only depends on B = |B|. In this
situation, the magnetic field and magnetic induction are parallel: H = 4π B̂∂f /∂B where
B̂ = B/B.
Our goal is to solve

∇×H = ∇×(H B̂) = ∇H×B̂ + H∇×B̂ = 4πρr sin θJ (A) φ̂

(2.11)

throughout the star. We shall strive for solutions without surface currents; in particular,
we are interested in solutions in which field lines cross the equator smoothly and vertically.
With this goal in mind, we will have to determine both the field configuration and its source
J (A) self consistently, within both the Type II core and the normal shell.

2.2.2

Field Configuration in the Type II Core

In the strong Type II limit, H = H(ρ) in the core, and invoking the assumption that
magnetic distortions are small, we can substitute the unperturbed density of the background
star, ρ(r), so H = H(r).
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With this simplification, (2.11) is a complicated partial differential equation even if we
specify J (A) somehow, and we shall not attempt to solve it directly. Instead, we extend
the procedure first employed by Roberts [10] for uniform density stars to stars with H(r) 6=
constant. Since BT = 0, (2.8) implies that B̂·∇A = 0 i.e. A is constant along poloidal field
lines. This allows us to consider (2.11) along individual field lines.
Let us concentrate on a particular field line. Introduce the parametric independent
variable s, the arc length along this field line; position along the field line is r(s) and the
tangent to the field line is B̂(s) = dr(s)/ds. There are two directions normal to the field
line: φ̂ and a second direction n̂(s) which we define to be n̂(s) = φ̂×B̂(s). The field line
curvature is K(s) given by K(s)n̂(s) = d2 r(s)/ds2 = B̂(s)·∇B̂(s). Equation (2.11) is then
equivalent to
4πJ
= 4πρr sin θJ (A) = −∇H·n̂ + KH .
c

(2.12)

For uniform H the first term in (2.12) is absent and we recover the equation found by Roberts
[10]. In (2.12) J (A) is simply a constant associated with the field line.
In axisymmetry, we may choose to specify position along a field line by r(s) and θ(s); in
that case
B̂(s) =

dθ(s)
dr(s)
r̂ + r(s)
θ̂ ≡ cos Λ(s) r̂ + sin Λ(s) θ̂
ds
ds

(2.13)

and therefore
(2.14)

n̂(s) = φ̂×B̂(s) = − sin Λ(s) r̂ + cos Λ(s) θ̂ .
The field line curvature is
K(s) =

dΛ sin Λ
+
;
ds
r

(2.15)

using (2.14) and (2.15) in (2.12) we find
dΛ
4πρr sin θJ (A) sin Λ
=
−
ds
H(r)
r
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r dH(r)
+1
H dr


.

(2.16)

Equations (2.16) and (2.13) determine the field line shape jointly, given ρ(r), H(ρ) and a
value of J (A).
For our solutions we shall assume an N = 1 polytrope for which ρ(r) = ρ(0) sin x/x, with
x = πr/R; we shall also assume H ∝ ρb . With these choices, and the definition ds = Rdσ/π,
(2.16) becomes
Jˆ(A)xb sin θ sin Λ
dΛ
=
[b(x cot x − 1) + 1]
−
dσ
(sin x)b
x

(2.17)

4R2 ρ(0)J (A)
;
Jˆ(A) =
πH(0)

(2.18)

where

the field line shape is found by solving (2.17) along with
dx
= cos Λ
dσ

x

dθ
= sin Λ .
dσ

(2.19)

We are interested in solutions that start at some equatorial footpoint where x = x(0) and
θ(0) = π/2. At this footpoint, symmetry dictates that the field line be perpendicular to the
equator; choosing the direction to be vertically upward implies Λ(0) = −π/2.
For the “most dipolar” case we also want field lines to hit the outer boundary of the Type
II region at x = xb with Λ = −θ. Very generally, it is impossible to find solutions that are
exactly vertical throughout the core for a given H(ρ). (The solutions are nevertheless close
to the toy model developed in section 2.3 that demands that field lines are exactly vertical.)
The condition that a field line starts out at x(0) and θ = π/2 pointing vertically and also hits
vertically at xb determines the value of Jˆ(A) for that field line. Note that in this context,
“A” is just a label for the field line; we could just as well label the field line by x(0). In
fact, this procedure does not determine A(x, θ) within the Type II core. The end result is
Jˆ(x(0)) and, since field lines hit xb at θ(x(0)), Jˆb (θ) is determined parametrically on the
outer boundary of the core.
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We can also consider other types of solution for field lines, for instance solutions in which
field lines hit xb with some other specified set of orientations and, therefore, carry different
values of Jˆ(x(0)) along with them. We must be careful to choose orientations for which field
lines do not cross within the Type II core. But even that restriction allows many different
possibilities other than our “most dipolar” case.
As an illustration, figure 2.1 shows the field lines assuming that field lines intersect the
outer boundary of the core radially. For Hb  B, this is the field configuration needed to
match smoothly into regions without currents since |Bθ | ∼ |Br | in that case [e.g. 10]. The
current free region may be the normal shell or the vacuum exterior. In order to highlight the
effects of variable H and ρ inside the core, we show three different cases: (a) H ∝ ρ1.6 with
a N = 1 polytrope density profile; (b) H and ρ uniform, the case considered by Roberts
[10]; (c) H uniform but with a N = 1 polytrope density profile. The lower right panel of
figure 2.1 shows Jˆb on the boundary of the Type II core, which we placed at rb = 0.9R, as a
function of sin2 θ. As can be seen from figure 2.1 the current diverges for field lines near the
equator. This is because they start out vertical and must turn through about π/2 to hit the
boundary radially within the short distance rb − r.
The fact that we do not determine A(x, θ) in the Type II core means that even with a
given set of solutions for individual field lines, we can consider various “field line densities”
within the core. This freedom can accommodate theories of field line evolution in which
secular motion of flux tubes leads to different concentrations of flux within the core.

2.2.3

Solution in the Normal Shell

Within the normal shell, it is most straightforward to solve (2.11) directly: using H = B
and substituting for the poloidal field we get
∂ 2A
1
H(0)R2 ˆ
2
[
J
(A)x
sin
x
sin
θ]
=
+ 2
−
2
2
π
∂x
x
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∂ 2A
∂A
− cot θ
2
∂θ
∂θ


,

(2.20)
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Figure 2.1: Field line configurations in the Type II core for field lines that hit the core boundary
radially. Panel A shows field lines for H ∝ ρ1.6 and a N = 1 polytrope density profile; panel B
shows field lines for uniform H and ρ; panel C shows field lines for uniform H but a N = 1 polytrope
density profile. All three models assume that the core radius is rb = 0.9R, shown on the plots as a
dashed line. Panel D shows the rescaled current parameter Jˆ for the three models as a function of
sin2 θ on rb .
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where we have used the same parametrization as in (2.18) and specialized to the N = 1
polytrope density profile. Equation (2.20) would be straightforward to solve given Jˆ(A).
However, we have to determine Jˆ(A) to be consistent with matching conditions at both the
inner boundary of the normal shell at xb and at the stellar surface, where the field must
match smoothly to vacuum.

Matching to a vacuum exterior is accomplished most easily by introducing the expansion

A(x, θ) = sin θ

∞
X

Aj (x)P2j+1 1 (cos θ)

(2.21)

j=0

where P2j+1 1 (µ) is an associated Legendre polynomial. Using (2.21) in (2.20) implies
H(0)R2 x sin x
d2 Aj (x) (2j + 2)(2j + 1)Aj (x)
−
=
−
dx2
x2
π 2 Nj

Z

+1

p
dµ 1 − µ2 P2j+1 1 (µ)Jˆ(A) (2.22)

−1

where
Nj =

2(2j + 2)(2j + 1)
.
4j + 3

(2.23)

The source term in (2.22) generally involves the entire set of Ai , not just i = j. But once
Jˆ(A) has been determined, the source term is known, and the boundary condition at the
surface x = π is


dAj (x)
dx


+
π

(2j + 1)Aj (π)
=0
π

(2.24)

for matching to a vacuum field in the exterior.

Matching to the core requires that the normal component of B and tangential component
of H be continuous across the boundary. In the simplest case, the transition zone thickness
may be neglected. If Λb (θ) is the value of Λ for a field line hitting xb at θ and B(θ) is the
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magnitude of the core induction field there, then the matching conditions are (µ = cos θ)

∂A
R2 x2b B(θ) cos Λb (θ)
= −
∂µ b
π2


∂A
R2 xb Hb sin θ sin Λb (θ)
= −
.
∂x b
π2



(2.25)

In the strong Type II regime, B(θ)  Hb and unless Λb (θ) . B/Hb the field is predominantly
tangential at the base of the normal shell. To a first approximation, (∂A/∂µ)b ≈ 0, which is
equivalent to Aj (xb ) ≈ 0, in the strong Type II regime.
Equations (2.24) and (2.25) impose three conditions on each Aj (x), which is one too
many. This overdetermination implies constraints on the form of Jˆ(A) within the shell.
In the “most dipolar” case, Λb (θ) = −θ, and (2.25) implies that the field at the inner
edge of the normal shell is approximately −Hb sin θ θ̂ in the limit B → 0. In this limit, field
lines from the interior do not penetrate into the normal shell but still influence conditions
there via (2.25). With B = 0, the field inside the normal shell is precisely dipolar, A(x, θ) =
A0 (x) sin2 θ, where
Hb R2 f (x; xb )
3π 2
x3 − x3b + 6x cos x − 6xb cos xb + (3x2 − 6) sin x − (3x2b − 6) sin xb
.(2.26)
f (x; xb ) =
x(1 + cos xb )
A0 (x) =

Within the shell, consistency with (2.24) and (2.25) requires that
Jˆ(A) = Jˆshell =

Hb
(sin xb /xb )b
=
H(0)(1 + cos xb )
1 + cos xb

(2.27)

which is the simplest case showing how the boundary conditions determine Jˆ(A). The stellar
dipole moment is
µ = RA0 (π) =

Hb R3 f (π; xb )
;
3π 2
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(2.28)

if π − xb ≡ δb = πb  1, f (π; xb )/3π 2 ≈ δb /3π = b /3, which leads to (2.4) for thin shells.
Equation (2.26) holds when we can neglect the thickness of the transition layer and the
radial field that pokes into the normal shell through it. If the transition layer is thin enough,
then its effect is to introduce a “surface current” into the jump condition from the Type II
core to the normal shell: the tangential field at the base of the normal shell is now
π2
Bθ (xb , θ) = − 2
R xb sin θ



∂A
∂x


= Hb sin Λb (θ) +
b

π`Jˆb (θ)H(0) sin xb sin θ
R

(2.29)

where ` is the thickness of the transition zone. Section 2.B contains a brief discussion of
the rather complex physics of this region. There, it is shown that (2.29) holds as long
as field lines do not rotate very much as they pass through the transition zone. Roughly
speaking, this will be true provided that Hb `/BR  1; therefore the second term in (2.29)
is  BH(0)/Hb2 times the first. Nevertheless, (2.29) perturbs the solution away from (2.26)
even in the “most dipolar” case. In particular, the jump term engenders non-dipolar fields in
the shell and outside, and requires a more detailed calculation of Jˆ(A) inside the shell. As
long as the corrections to (2.26) are small they may be computed perturbatively. A method
of calculation is outlined in appendix 2.A.
Relaxing the B → 0 limit also perturbs the solution even if the transition zone thickness
is negligible. If we assume that
BR2 x2b sin2 θ
1 2 2
A(xb , θ) = Brb sin θ =
2
2π 2

(2.30)

then the unperturbed field inside the normal shell remains dipolar, and is altered to A0 (x, θ) =
A0 (x; B) sin2 θ, where

A0 (x; B) =

BR2 x3b (Hb + B/2)R2 f (x; xb )
+
2π 2 x
3π 2
29

(2.31)

and the current density parameter is
Hb (1 + B/2Hb )
.
Jˆshell =
H(0)(1 + cos xb )

(2.32)

Equation (2.31) implies a magnetic moment

µ(B) =

Brb3 (Hb + B/2)R3 f (π; xb )
+
2
3π 2

(2.33)

which reduces to (2.28) for B = 0; the first term in (2.33) is simply the dipole moment
associated with B and the second arises from the currents in the normal shell. Figure 2.2
shows A0 /r2 and −r−1 dA0 /dr in the normal shell, where the magnetic field is H = B =
(2A0 /r2 ) cos θ r̂ − (r−1 dA0 /dr) sin θ θ̂. In the limit that the transition from superconductor
to normal conductor takes place within a region of zero thickness, H is discontinuous at the
boundary between core and shell, but the radial component of B and the θ̂ component of H
are continuous, as required by Maxwell’s equations with no surface currents. Appendix 2.B
outlines how H field changes smoothly when the transition region has nonzero thickness.
Within the Type II core, H = H(ρ) is independent of θ.
Equation (2.31) implies that magnetic field lines from the core enter the shell. The
bounding field line entering from the core has A =

1
Brb2 ,
2

and therefore defines a region

θ ≤ θII (x) where
sin2 θII (x) =

β
;
βxb /x + f˜(x; xb )

(2.34)

in (2.34)
β≡

3π 2 Brb2
(2Hb + B)R2 f (π; xb )

f (x; xb )
f˜(x; xb ) ≡
.
f (π; xb )

(2.35)

The region occupied by the field lines is small if β ∼ B/Hb b  1; note that this is more
restrictive than the condition for validity of the strong Type II regime, B  Hb . Equation (2.34) indicates that the bounding field line rises from θ = π/2 close to xb , remaining at
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Figure 2.2: 2A0 /Hb r2 (left panel) and −(Hb r)−1 dA0 /dr (right panel) in the normal shell, where
H = B = (2A0 /r2 ) cos θ r̂ − (r−1 dA0 /dr) sin θ θ̂. For the functional form of A0 , see (2.31). Two
different values of B are assumed, parameterized by the quantity β defined in (2.35); results are
shown for β = 0 and 0.1.

θ ∼ 1 as long as f˜(x; xb ) ∼ β, which is the case for x/xb − 1 . β. Ultimately, the bounding
√
field lines emerge at x = π confined to a polar cap with θ . β. The volume of the region
occupied by impinging field lines is only ∼ β times the volume of the shell. In the limit
β → 0 field lines from the core do not penetrate into the normal shell.
However, within that volume, ∆Jˆ(A) = Jˆ(A) − Jˆshell 6= 0 because field lines entering
from the core carry their Jˆ(A) along with them. The zeroth order solution represented by
(2.31) and (2.32) requires perturbative corrections driven by the difference ∆Jˆ(A) within this
region; the corrections are O(β∆Jˆ(A)/Jˆshell ). Appendix 2.A outlines how these corrections
may be taken into account.

2.2.4

Magnetic Distortions Due to Poloidal Fields

For poloidal fields, the Lorentz acceleration is −∇Φ = J (A)∇A, so
πH(0)
Φ(A) = − 2
4R ρ(0)
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Z
0

A

dA0 Jˆ(A0 ) ,

(2.36)

and the Bernoulli equation is
C =h+Ψ+

∂f
+Φ
∂ρ

(2.37)

where C is the Bernoulli constant. For perturbations of a N = 1 polytrope, if we expand in
Legendre polynomials
Ψ(x, θ) =

X

(2.38)

Ψl (x)Pl (cos θ)

l

we get

 



l(l + 1)
∂f
1 d
2 dΨl (x)
x
+ 1−
+ Φ ≡ δCδl,0 + Ml (x) (2.39)
Ψl (x) = δCδl,0 −
x2 dx
dx
x2
∂ρ
l
where the magnetic potentials are expanded in the same fashion as (2.38) and δC is the
perturbation of the Bernoulli constant away from its background value. The general solution
of (2.39) that is regular at x = 0 is


Z

π

Ψl (x) = δCδl,0 + jl (x) Kl +


Z
dx (x ) yl (x )Ml (x ) + yl (x)
0

0 2

0

x

0

x

dx0 (x0 )2 jl (x0 )Ml (x0 ) (2.40)

0

where jl (x) and yl (x) are spherical Bessel functions. The constants K0 and δC are determined
by the conditions Ψ0 (π) = 0 = [dΨ(x)/dx]π , which imply
1
δC = K0 = −
π

π

Z

dxx2 j0 (x)M0 (x) ,

(2.41)

0

and the constants Kl are determined by the conditions [dΨl (x)/dx]π + (l + 1)Ψl (π)/π = 0,
which imply (fl0 (x) ≡ dfl (x)/dx)

 
Z π
(l + 1)jl (π)
(l + 1)yl (π)
0
0
0 = Kl jl (π) +
+ yl (π) +
dxx2 jl (x)Ml (x) .
π
π
0
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(2.42)

For l > 0,
1
Ψl (π) = − 2 0
π jl (π) + (l + 1)πjl (π)

Z

π

dxx2 jl (x)Ml (x) .

(2.43)

0

We may define the stellar multipole moment by Ψl (π) = −GM Ml /R. With this definition,
the contribution to the moment of inertia tensor resulting from the quadrupolar distortion
M2 is δI2 = − 31 M R2 M2 (−x̂ x̂ − ŷ ŷ + 2 ẑ ẑ).

In the “most dipolar” case with negligible transition layer thickness and core magnetic induction, the distortion arises entirely from magnetic stresses inside the crust and is quadrupolar. In this case, (Θ(z) = 1 for z > 0, zero otherwise)

M2 (x) = −

Hb2 f (x; xb )Θ(x − xb )
2H 2 R3 f (x; xb )Θ(x − xb )
=− b 2
18πρ(0)(1 + cos xb )
9π M (1 + cos xb )

(2.44)

and (π 2 j20 (π) + 3πj2 (π) = π)
2H 2 R4
M2 = − 3 b 2
9π GM

Z

π

xb

2H 2 R4 I(xb )
dxx2 j2 (x)f (x; xb )
≡− b3
.
1 + cos xb
9π GM 2

(2.45)

For thin shells, I(xb ) ≈ 9π/2 = 14.14, independent of the shell thickness; for b = 0.1, it is
I(0.9π) = 11.44; consequently
−9

M2 = −1.39 × 10

4
−2
2
R10
M1.4
Hb,14



I(xb )
10



(2.46)

where Hb = 1014 Hb,14 G, R = 10R10 km and M = 1.4M1.4 M . Thus, the scale of the
quadrupolar distortion is determined by the value of Hb for B/Hb  1; for terms O(B), see
(2.54) and (2.55).
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2.3

Toy Model: Vertical Field in the Core

We shall be interested in solutions that lead to external fields as close to dipolar as possible;
such solutions have fields that are vertical at the outer boundary of the Type II core. In
general, these will not allow field lines that are exactly vertical throughout the core.
Nevertheless, to develop a toy model, suppose H = H(r)ẑ; this model will illustrate many
features of the problem. For vertical fields, JII (A) = constant = JII and from Ampére’s law

H(r) =

1
4R2 ρ(0)JII (1 + cos x)
= H(0)(1 + cos x)
π
2

(2.47)

where x = πr/R and H(R) = 0. The dimensionless combination
1
4R2 ρ(0)JII
= ;
JˆII ≡
πH(0)
2

(2.48)

moreover
b=

d ln H
x sin x
=
d ln ρ
(1 + cos x)(1 − x cot x)

(2.49)

varies monotonically between b = 3/2 and b = 2 from the center of the star to the surface.
Although this model is not truly physical because H(ρ) = H(ρ/ρ(0)) depends on the central
density, hence mass, of the star and so involves a density scale that is not the same for all
stars, 3/2 ≤ b ≤ 2 is an acceptable range for nuclear equations of state. Moreover, when
we consider models with H ∝ ρb with realistic values of b, we shall see that even though
Jˆ(A) is no longer constant, its values are close to 0.5 for cases where field lines hit the outer
boundary of the core vertically; because field lines are vertical at the equator, they remain
close to vertical throughout the core in these cases, as may be seen from figure 2.3.
The interior field must match onto the field in the normal shell. If the transition from
superconductor to normal conductor occurs in a transition region of negligible thickness,
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then the field is dipolar in the shell to a good approximation, and is given by (2.31) and
(2.32). Equation (2.32) holds generally for the dipole field within the normal shell; for the
toy model Hb = 21 H(0)(1 + cos xb ) so
Jˆshell

1
=
2



B
1+
2Hb



= JˆII



B
1+
2Hb


.

(2.50)

The core and shell current density parameters are nearly the same in this toy model for
B/2Hb  1. This will also be true for more realistic models, but the difference will be
∼ 0.1, not ∼ B/Hb . For the toy model, the perturbations caused by ∆Jˆ(A) are very small,
since β(JˆII − Jˆshell ) = 12 βB JˆII /Hb , and we shall ignore them; for realistic models, where
JˆII − Jˆshell ∼ 0.1, the perturbations are larger, ∼ 0.1β.

In general, there will be a contribution to the stellar distortion ∝ B. One reason is
that Hb → Hb + B/2 in the dipole solution within the shell; thus we substitute Hb2 →
(Hb + B/2)2 ' Hb2 + Hb B in (2.45). There are also contributions from the terms in the
solution that are ∝ B. For the toy model with JˆII =

1
2

' Jˆshell the extra l = 2 contribution

to the driving term is


2
πH(0)Brb2  (x/xb ) if x ≤ xb
∆M2 (x) = −
24R2 ρ(0) 
 xb /x
if xb ≤ x ≤ π

(2.51)

which implies an additional quadrupole moment
2
4
1.03 × 10−9 Hb,14
R10
∆I(xb ) B
H(0)Brb2 R2 ∆I(xb )
∆M2 = −
=
−
2
6πGM 2
M1.4
Hb
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(2.52)

where ∆I(xb ) = ∆III (xb ) + ∆Ishell (xb ) with core and shell contributions





2(rb /R)2
15
15
∆III (xb ) =
cos xb
− 6 sin xb + xb −
1 + cos xb
x2b
xb
2(rb /R)2
[−xb (1 + cos xb ) + 3 sin xb ]
∆Ishell (xb ) =
1 + cos xb

(2.53)

respectively. The crust contribution ∆Ishell (xb ) is the same in realistic models. For thin
shells, ∆Ishell (xb ) ' 12/δb and ∆Ishell (0.9π) = 26.1. The core contribution ∆III (xb ) will be
close to the value in the toy model, with differences arising because field lines are not strictly
vertical, realistically. For thin shells, ∆III (xb ) ' (60/π − 4π)/δb2 ' 6.5/δb2 in the toy model
and ∆III (0.9π) = 35.8. Comparing (2.52) with (2.46) we see that |∆M2 | . (β/b )|M2 |
characteristically.

2.4
2.4.1

Numerical Solutions
Field Line Structure

In the strong Type II limit where H = Hc1 (ρ) does not depend on B, we can solve (2.17)
and (2.19) for each magnetic field line individually. Symmetry dictates that field lines be
vertical at their equatorial footpoints. For the “most dipolar” solutions that match to a pure
dipole field in the normal shell to zeroth order in ` and β, we also require that each field line
be vertical at xb . We can label each field line by its footpoint radius, x0 . Once we specify
H(ρ) = Hc1 (ρ) we can find the value of Jˆ(x0 ) for which these conditions are satisfied. Thus,
we determine both the source and the field line shapes that are consistent with our boundary
conditions.
In order to choose the function H(ρ) we fit the values of the proton fraction given in Zuo
et al. [3] to power laws of the baryon density. Writing H(ρ) ∝ ρb , we found that b ≈ 1.6−1.8.
We used the N = 1 polytrope for the mass density profile of the star.
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Figure 2.3: Field line configurations assuming H(ρ) ∝ ρb with b = 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. The inner
and outer dashed lines show the boundary of the Type II core at r = 0.9R and the stellar surface at
r = R, respectively, for the stellar magnetic axis in the z direction. The lower right panel shows the
value of the rescaled current parameter Jˆ as a function of sin2 θ along the inner dashed boundary.
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Figure 2.3 shows the results for b = 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. Note that there are two competing
features of the solutions: ∇H tends to curve the field lines inward, and Jˆ(x0 ) opposes this
trend. The field lines are most nearly vertical throughout the core for b = 1.6, the smallest
value displayed. Even though the field line shapes are not precisely vertical throughout
the core, the deviations are relatively small. We have also found the field line solutions for
b = 1, 1.5, and 2; they are substantially similar to the configurations shown in figure 2.3.
The lower right panel shows the current density parameter Jˆb as a function of sin2 θ.
This quantity is found by determining Jˆ(x0 ) for each field line; using the solution for θ(σ)
along the line, we find where it intersects the surface xb . Note that our solutions do not
determine the value of A for a given field line.
For B = 0 = β and ` = 0 boundary conditions at the core-shell interface dictate that
B = −Hb sin θ θ̂ at the base of the shell. This means that in this approximation field lines do
not penetrate from the core to the shell. The solution inside the shell that matches smoothly
to a vacuum field is given by (2.26). Since there are two boundary conditions at xb , the
surface boundary condition determines Jˆshell (see (2.27)) so the entire solution outside the
core not only is determined fully but also depends on Hb .
Figure 2.4 illustrates the field line configuration for b = 1.6 but β = 0.1, to lowest order
in β. (Corrections will be considered in section 2.4.3.) In this case, field lines from the
core penetrate into the normal shell. The inner thick line shows the bounding field line. It
is apparent that field lines hug close to x = xb before fanning out into a polar cap whose
√
angular extent is ∼ β. Also shown in this figure is the small region where field lines in the
shell are closed: the first open field line has its inner footpoint at x ' 0.97π. (This region
is also apparent in the β = 0 configurations in figure 2.3.) In a fluid shell, this region would
be magnetohydrodynamically unstable [45, 46] but shear stresses in the normal shell restore
2
stability since the shear modulus µ  B 2 ∼ 1024 B12
g cm−1 s−2 [e.g. 36, 47, 48].
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z

rc

Figure 2.4: Field line configuration in the same layout as in figure 2.3, with nonzero B field
strength at the core boundary. Shown here is the case where β = 0.1, as defined in (2.35), and
b = 1.6. Field lines in the shell are computed to lowest order in β; for corrections see section 2.4.3.

2.4.2

Magnetic Distortion: Mass Quadrupole Moment

In general, there are four contributions to the quadrupolar distortion to linear order in B/Hb :
−9

M2 = −10

−2
2
2
Hb,14
R10
M1.4



B
C1 + (C2 + C3 + C4 )
.
Hb

(2.54)

The coefficients C1 and C2 arise from the shell, and are independent of the core structure; for
rb = 0.9R, (C1 , C2 ) = (+1.58, +28.3). The coefficient C3 arises from Φ(A) and the coefficient
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C4 arises from B∂f /∂ρ; these depend on the structure of the core field: for rb = 0.9R



(+30.4, −0.434)





 (+35.4, −2.20)
(C3 , C4 ) =


(+40.7, −4.64)





 (+36.7, 0)

if b = 1.6
if b = 1.7
if b = 1.8

(2.55)

Toy

where in all cases C3 > |C4 | because field lines are nearly vertical (exactly vertical in the
toy model). Roughly speaking, the coefficient of B/Hb in (2.54) is ' 60, but B/Hb ≈
2f (π; xb )R2 β/3π 2 rb2 = β/14.1 for rb = 0.9R, which mitigates the dependence of M2 on B
for small β.

2.4.3

Perturbative Corrections: Nonzero ` and β

Table 2.1 shows the results of computing perturbations resulting from nonzero transition
zone thickness using the method developed in appendix 2.A.1. Although the table only
contains results for multipoles Qj with j ≤ 5, the calculations were performed using Jˆb,j
with j ≤ 14, and therefore determined Qj for j ≤ 14. The procedure can be iterated but
we did not do so. To obtain these results, we solved (2.67) with ∆Aj (xb ) = 0. Appendix
2.B shows that in fact ∆Aj (xb ) 6= 0. However, according to (2.81), ∆Aj (xb ) is primarily
dipolar to O(`). This dipolar component as well as the effect of Jˆb,0 may be absorbed into
a “renormalized” background solution. The second line in table 2.1 tabulates the “extra”
change in Q0 that results when we renormalize in this fashion.
Table 2.1 shows that the multipole perturbations that result from nonzero ` are small but
not entirely negligible. For example, the shift in the dipole moment is ∆µ/µ = −17.01`/R;
for `/R = 0.01 this is a downward change of about 17%. Since we require ∆Aj (xb ) to be
relatively small, (2.81) indicates that `/R  B/Hb ∼ βb , so consistency would require
somewhat smaller −∆µ/µ: shifts are restricted to . a few percent. The other multipole
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j

Jˆb,j

Qj (`)/R2j−1 `µ

0
0
1
2
3
4
5

−4.918 × 10−1
0
6.067 × 10−3
−5.198 × 10−3
1.241 × 10−3
−3.843 × 10−4
8.526 × 10−5

1.701 × 10 1
5.239 × 10−1
−4.999 × 10−1
2.723 × 10−1
−6.844 × 10−2
1.973 × 10−2
−3.657 × 10−3

Table 2.1: Values of Jˆb,j (col. 2), Qj (`)/R2j `µ (col. 3) for j ≤ 5 (col. 1) and b = 1.6 and
rb = 0.9R. Second line renormalizes Hb as described in the text.

moments are smaller by at least a factor of 30.
Implementing the procedure in appendix 2.A.2 proved more challenging computationally,
particularly for larger values of β, where the various matrices that had to be inverted turned
out to be nearly singular. These computational problems did not arise for β ≤ 0.05, and for
10−5 ≤ β ≤ 0.05 we found ∆µ/µ ' −0.115β and a RMS change ∆Arms (R)/A0 (R) ' 0.150β
assuming b = 1.6 and b = 0.1. Thus, although the perturbations are predominantly dipolar,
nondipole contributions are only a few times smaller. These results were found using various
maximum 0 ≤ jin ≤ 10 in the expansion for Jˆb (θ), and various maximum 10 ≤ jmax ≤ 14
in the multipole expansion within the normal shell. Empirically, we found that about 90%
of the perturbation arose when we took jin = 0, which suggests that the main effect arises
from the peculiar shape of the region within the shell occupied by field lines entering from
the Type II core; see figure 2.4.

2.5

Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we developed the formalism for computing the configuration of poloidal magnetic fields inside a neutron star with a strongly Type II superconducting core. Qualitatively,
the restriction to hydrostatic balance without “magnetic buoyancy” imposes constraints on
the electric current density given by (2.10). Because of these constraints, we must determine
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both the current densities and field line structure at the same time. Within the Type II core,
the task is simplified when B  H, for in this limit H is a function of density, and therefore
a function of radius, to lowest order in the magnetic distortion.
The main results of this paper are:
1. The Type II core provides an important boundary condition for fields in the normal
shell surrounding it; see (2.25).
2. If the core is strongly Type II, continuity of the tangential and normal components
of magnetic field imply that the field points very nearly along the inner boundary
of the normal shell, unless the field just inside the boundary is tuned finely. Thus,
generically field lines from the core do not penetrate deep into the normal shell of the
star. However, the field strength at the base of the normal shell is ∼ Hb in this case.
3. Substantial currents in the normal shell are required for the field to adjust in strength
and direction to conform with vacuum boundary conditions at the radius of the star.
4. In the “most dipolar case” in which the field is vertical at the outer edge of the Type
II core, the emerging field is dipolar, with a surface field strength given by (2.26).
5. If the thickness of the normal shell of the star is b R with b  1, the surface field
strength for the “most dipolar” case is ' Hb b /3. For typical neutron star parameters
(2.4) implies a surface field strength ' 3 × 1012 G, which is characteristic of the large
population of “normal neutron stars.”
6. Magnetic fields induce a quadrupolar distortion of the star M2 ' −10−9 . The scale of
the distortion is set primarily by Hb for small B/Hb ; see (2.54).
7. Perturbations arise from the finite thickness of the transition layer in which the superconductor disappears and from field lines that penetrate from the Type II core to the
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normal shell. These perturbations are small if `/b R  β  1, which delineates the
domain of validity of our calculations.
Although our calculations assume a star in hydrostatic balance, some of the qualitative
features found here would hold for stars that are out of equilibrium as well. For example,
in configurations without surface currents, we would still expect field lines to emerge from
the core pointing largely along the inner boundary of the normal shell, with a field strength
there ∼ Hb . Consequently, we would still expect the emerging field to have a field strength
similar to what is found in equilibrium.
Our calculations have employed a very simple equation of state: the N = 1 polytrope.
Within the context of this equation of state, if we stipulate that ρb is fixed by microphysics
of the phase change from core fluid with free protons to a crystalline crust with protons
confined to nuclei, then Hb will be independent of the stellar mass. However, since R is fixed
for a (Newtonian) N = 1 polytrope the central density is ∝ M and the fractional thickness
of the normal shell is ∝ 1/M . Thus, we would expect some variation of the surface magnetic
field with stellar mass, but this would only lead to a rather small range of values differing
by less than a factor of two.
More realistically, with Hb fixed the surface field strength will still be ∝ Hb b , but the
value of b and the proportionality constant would depend on details of the equation of state.
We expect this to remain so even if the Type II region does not encompass the entire stellar
core, as we have assumed here: Type II superconductor with an inner boundary would have
different currents but the lower boundary condition on the normal shell is sensitive primarily
to Hb . Nevertheless, very generally we expect that the “most dipolar” case will result in field
strengths ∼ 1012 G with little variation. This is contrary to observations, which show that
even the dipolar field strengths, as indicated by the P − Ṗ diagram for radiopulsars [e.g. 49],
vary over several orders of magnitude.
The obvious solution to this problem is that the magnetic field configurations for many
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pulsars are very similar to the most dipolar configuration, but that there may be substantial
deviations. We envision several reasons for such variation:
1. The strong Type II limit fails because B ∼ H in the core. We expect that this is true
for magnetars, for example.
2. Failure of the strong Type II limit is an extreme example of a case that is outside the
scope of the calculations in this paper. There are configurations with B  Hb that
violate our requirements: (a) If −1
b  β & 1 field lines impinging from the core affect
the surface field non-perturbatively. (b) If β is small enough that `/R & B/Hb ∼ βb
then field lines curve significantly within the transition region between the Type II core
and normal shell, which would affect their coupling.
3. Toroidal magnetic fields, which were not considered here, can alter the poloidal field
configuration even in hydrostatic equilibrium. We will treat this possibility elsewhere.
Toroidal fields also mitigate instability. We have seen that there is a region in the
normal shell that would be unstable if the normal shell were a pure fluid (see figure 2.4)
although in a crystalline crust shear stresses should suffice to ensure stability there.
However, the Muzikar-Pethick-Roberts instability in the Type II core [10, 11, 50] might
require toroidal fields to ensure stability.
4. Even if none of the last three caveats holds, so the core is in the strong Type II regime
and toroidal fields do not affect the poloidal fields significantly, the requirement that
field lines hit the outer boundary of the Type II core vertically that is the basis for the
most dipolar configuration is very special. Relaxing it could lead to greater diversity
in surface field strengths.
We expect that of these options the last is most important for neutron stars with surface
magnetic field strengths substantially below 1012 G. The extreme case is when field lines
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hit the outer boundary of the Type II core radially. The field line configuration within
the core is shown in figure 2.1, panel A. In this extreme, the field remains radial as it
enters the normal shell, and is weak in strength, ∼ B  Hb . Entering field lines carry
current density ∼ cρb H(0)/ρ(0)R with them, and therefore curve downward toward the
stellar equator within a short distance of the boundary: crudely the field should penetrate a
distance ∼ Bρ(0)R/ρb H(0), which is ∼ β(ρb /ρ(0))b−1  1 times the thickness of the shell.
We might then expect that the entering field lines are confined to a small region of the
normal shell, and the field strength at the surface could be . Bb , which may be very small.
We will report elsewhere on calculations that employ different boundary conditions at the
outer radius of the Type II core.
Even though it relies on special conditions, the “most dipolar” solution reveals that there
is a characteristic surface magnetic fields strength that is determined by the nuclear equation
of state. Our calculations show that this field strength is ∼ 1012 G, reassuringly close to
the values deduced for many neutron stars. By relaxing the restrictive boundary conditions
underlying the most dipolar solution, it seems plausible that a variety of field strengths may
be attained in equilibrium. Field strengths  1012 G or  1012 G may be attained under
other restrictive conditions.
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2.A

Perturbation Solutions

We begin with a zeroth order solution, A0 (x, θ), that corresponds to a given Jˆshell (A); we
use (2.26). Perturbations distort the solution to

A(x, θ) = A0 (x, θ) + sin θ

∞
X

∆Aj (x)P2j+1 1 (cos θ) .

(2.56)

J=0

The perturbed solution corresponds to Jˆ(A) = Jˆshell +∆Jˆ(A), where ∆Jˆ(A) must be determined along with the perturbed field solution. To do this, we begin by choosing a functional
form for ∆Jˆ(A) which will necessarily involve unknown parameters to be determined. Since
A ≈ A0 by assumption, we substitute ∆Jˆ(A) ≈ ∆Jˆ(A0 ) to find the perturbed field; because
A0 is known we may expand
sin θ∆Jˆ(A0 ) =

∞
X

Sj (x)P2j+1 1 (cos θ)

(2.57)

j=0

to get the equation
(2j + 1)(2j + 2)∆Aj
H(0)R2 x sin xSj (x)
d2 ∆Aj
−
=
−
,
dx2
x2
π2

(2.58)

which, with the boundary condition xd∆Aj /dx + (2j + 1)∆Aj = 0, has the solution
"
Z π 0
2
H(0)R
dx sin x0 Sj (x0 )
∆Aj (xb )x2j+1
2j+2
b
x
∆Aj (x) =
+
x2j+1
(4j + 3)π 2
(x0 )2j
x
#
Z π 0
Z x
0
0
x4j+3
dx
sin
x
S
(x
)
1
j
− b2j+1
+ 2j+1
dx0 (x0 )2j+3 sin x0 Sj (x0 ) . (2.59)
x
(x0 )2j
x
xb
xb
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Differentiating (2.59) and evaluating at xb implies
R2 ∆Bθ,j (xb )
−
=
π2



1 d∆Aj
x dx


xb

(2j + 1)∆Aj (xb ) H(0)R2 x2j
b
=−
+
x2b
π2

Z

π

xb

dx0 sin x0 Sj (x0 )
(x0 )2j
(2.60)

where the perturbed field tangential to the boundary at xb is

∆Bθ (xb , θ) =

∞
X

(2.61)

∆Bθ,j (xb )P2j+1 1 (cos θ) .

j=0

Equation (2.60), given (2.61), is used to determine the unknown parameters of the source
term, ∆Jˆ(A). Once these parameters have been found, (2.59) evaluated at x = π determines
the multipole moments Qj = ∆Aj (π)R2j+1 :
H(0)rb2j+3
Qj = ∆Aj (xb )rb2j+1 +
4j + 3

Z

π

dx0 sin x0 Sj (x0 )

xb

"

x0
xb

2j+3
−

 x 2j

#

b

x0

.

(2.62)

Non-trivial perturbations will always engender multipole fields at the surface.

2.A.1

Surface Currents from Transition Layer

We write the zeroth order solution as A0 = As f˜(x; xb ) sin2 θ, where As = F0 (π) so f˜(π; xb ) =
1, and expand
jmax

∆Jˆ(A) =

X

∆Jˆn

j=0



A
As

jmax

n
≈

X

∆Jˆn (sin θ)2n [f˜(x; xb )]n

(2.63)

J=0

where we substituted A ≈ A0 ; then
jmax

Sj (x) =

X Nnj ∆Jˆn [f˜(x; xb )]n
n=j

Nnj =

Nj

,

2πΓ(n + 2)Γ(n + 1)
Γ(n + j +
− j + 1)Γ(j + 1)Γ(−j − 12 )
5
)Γ(n
2
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(2.64)

For sufficiently small transition region thickness ` the jump condition from Type II core to
normal shell is given by (2.29), and therefore

∆B(xb , θ) =

π`Jˆb (θ)H(0) sin xb sin θ
R

(2.65)

where Jˆb (θ) is the current density parameter at the outer edge of the Type II core, which
we compute for each field line; then with
sin θJˆb (θ) =

∞
X

Jˆb,j P2j+1 1 (cos θ)

(2.66)

j=0

(2.60) becomes
Z
jmax
π`Jˆb,j sin xb (2j + 1)∆Aj (xb ) X Nnj ∆Jˆn π dx sin x[f˜(x; xb )]n
−
+
=
,
2j
R
H(0)rb2
N
(x/x
)
j
b
x
b
n=j

(2.67)

which is a linear equation for the ∆Jˆn . The multipole moments are then found by combining
(2.62), (2.64) and the solution of (2.67).

2.A.2

Field Lines Poking in from the Core

We do not know A(xb , θ) a priori. In the strong Type II core, field lines are labelled by their
foot points x0 , and our solutions determine (i) the value of θ where they hit the boundary
and (ii) the value of Jˆb (θ) there, subject to whatever constraint we impose on the solution,
such as for the “most dipolar” solution. We need A(xb , θ) in order to map Jˆb (θ) → Jˆcore (A),
which is needed to determine the effect of impinging field lines on the normal shell solution.
A(xb , θ) = 12 Brb2 sin2 θ
In this case, the background solution is (2.31) with current parameter (2.32). We take
∆Bj (xb ) = 0 = ∆Aj (xb ).
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A key feature of this background solution is that field lines from the Type II core penetrate
into the normal shell, bringing along the currents JˆII (A) = Jˆb (θ(A)) associated with them,
p
where θ(A) = sin−1 ( 2A/Brb2 ). Defining ∆JˆII (A) = JˆII (A) − Jˆshell (B) we have
1
1
∆Jˆ(A) = ∆JˆII (A)Θ( Brb2 − A) + ∆Jˆshell (A)Θ(A − Brb2 )
2
2
≈ ∆Jˆ(A0 )Θ(θII (x) − θ) + ∆Jˆshell (A0 )Θ(θ − θII (x)) ,

(2.68)

where the second line assumes A ≈ A0 , and
"Z
1
p
2
Sj (x) =
dµ 1 − µ2 ∆JˆII (A0 )P2j+1 1 (µ)
Nj cos θII (x)
#
Z cos θII (x) p
+
dµ 1 − µ2 ∆Jˆshell (A0 )P2j+1 1 (µ) .

(2.69)

0

Generically, the first term in (2.69) is O(1) for x − xb . βb and is O(β 2 ) for x − xb ∼ b . To
find ∆Jˆshell (A) we must first specify its functional form and then determine the associated
parameters from (2.60) with ∆Bθ,j (xb ) = 0; the generic scalings suggest that ∆Jˆshell (A) =
O(β). If we expand
jmax

∆JˆII =

X

∆Jˆn,II sin2n θ

(2.70)

n=0

on xb , with known coefficients {∆Jˆn,II } and ∆Jˆshell (A) as in (2.63) with unknown coefficients
{∆Jˆn,shell }
jmax

(
"
#
)
n
n
X
˜
Nnj [βxb /x + f (x; xb )] − β Nn,j (x)
1
Nn,j (x)∆Jˆn,II +
∆Jˆn,shell
Sj (x) =
Nj n=0
(βrb /R + 1)n
Z 1
2
Nn,j (x) ≡
dµ(1 − µ2 )n+1/2 P2j+1 1 (µ) ;
(2.71)
sin2n θII (x) cos θII (x)
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although Nnj = 0 for j > n, Nn,j (x) 6= 0 in general. The {∆Jˆn,shell } are the solution of
jmax

!Z
π
n
ˆn,shell
β
∆
J
dx sin xNn,j (x)
∆Jˆn,II −
0 =
n
(βrb /R + 1)
(x/xb )2j
xb
n=0
Z π
jmax
X
dx sin x[βxb /x + f˜(x; xb )]n
ˆ
.
Nnj ∆Jn,shell
+
2j (βr /R + 1)n
(x/x
)
b
b
x
b
n=j
X

(2.72)

General A(xb , θ)
We can incorporate more complicated A(xb , θ); let
"
#
∞
X
1 2
aj P2j+1 1 (cos θ) ;
A(xb , θ) = Brb sin2 θ + sin θ
2
j=1

(2.73)

the coefficients {aj } may be derived from a given A(xb , θ) via inversion. Equation (2.73)
implies a different mapping θ(A) on xb , hence a different form of JˆII (A) for impinging field
lines. With (2.73), the background solution is multipolar. The j = 0 component is (2.31)
but the other multipoles are generically
"
Z π 0
(0)
2
dx sin x0 Sj (x0 )
H(0)R
Brb2 aj x2j+1
2j+2
b
+
x
Aj (x) =
2x2j+1
(4j + 3)π 2
(x0 )2j
x
#
Z π 0
Z x
0 (0) 0
dx
sin
x
S
(x
)
x4j+3
1
j
(0)
− b2j+1
+ 2j+1
dx0 (x0 )2j+3 Sj (x0 ) .
0 )2j
x
(x
x
xb
xb

(2.74)

The current density in this model is Jˆshell + Jˆ(0) (A), where Jˆ(0) (A) must be determined.
Because the impinging fields are weak compared with Hb , we can determine the currents
perturbatively via the analogues of (2.57), (2.63) and (2.64), plus the analogue of (2.60)
with the condition ∆Bj (xb ) = 0.
Once the full background solution has been found, the boundary of the region to which
impinging field lines are confined may be determined. We can then proceed as in section 2.A.2
to find the perturbation to the background solution. Equation (2.73) implies a total flux
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A(xb , π/2) through the upper hemisphere. Consistency of the perturbation theory requires
A(xb , π/2) << Hb R2 b .

2.B

The Thin Shell Approximation for the Transition
Layer

The proton density plummets in a thin layer that extends from r = rb to r = rb + `; let
r = rb + `s. As np falls, so does ∆p and the superconductor disappears. For small enough
pF,p , nonzero temperature will matter: for ∆p ∼ T , the superconductor may first become
Type I before disappearing entirely at pF,p 6= 0. Our treatment here assumes that T 6= 0 is
only important in a very thin subdomain of the transition layer that has little effect on the
−1/2

magnetic field. With ∆p ∝ p2F,p at small pF,p for T = 0 [e.g. 51] (2.1) implies κ ∝ pF,p , so
the superconductor remains Type II. However, as kL shrinks interactions among field lines
become increasingly important; if Hc1 (ρ) = Hc1 (s) within the layer, then the magnetic field
strength is

r
H = Hc1 (s) + Bf

Hc1 (s)
B

!
(2.75)

where Hc1 (s) is given by (2.3) and f (0) = 1 and f (z) → 0 exponentially as z → ∞. Ampére’s
law is


π` sin xb H(0)Jˆ(A) sin θ
∂Hθ `
∂Hr
=
+
Hθ −
;
R
∂s
r
∂θ

(2.76)

if we assume that field lines do not rotate significantly, so that we can identify A with θ, and
only retain the lowest order in `, (2.76) implies
"

#
π`s sin xb H(0)Jˆ(A)
− Hθ (s, θ) ' Hb −
sin θ .
R
51

(2.77)

The magnetic induction field is

B=−

θ̂ ∂A
r̂ ∂A
+ 2
;
`r sin θ ∂s
r sin θ ∂θ

(2.78)

in the thin layer approximation we assume that Br remains constant and therefore Bθ =
p
± 1 − Br2 /B 2 . We assume that Hθ (and Bθ ) remain in the −θ̂ direction, so
"

#
"
r
π`s sin xb H(0)Jˆ(A)
Br2
sin θ ' 1 − 2 Hc1 (s) + Bf
Hb −
R
B

r

Hc1 (s)
B

!#
,

(2.79)

which is an algebraic equation for B. Once B is found from (2.79), we can solve for the
change in A:
p
∂A
' `rb sin θ B 2 − Br2 .
∂s

(2.80)

Ultimately, B approaches (2.77), hence the change in A(s, θ) across the layer is
"

π` sin xb H(0)Jˆ(A)
∆A(θ) = A(1, θ) − A(0, θ) ' `rb sin2 θ Hb −
2R

#
.

Equation (2.81) shows that ∆A(θ) is relatively small provided that `Hb /Brb  1.
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(2.81)

3 | Initial data for high-compactness black
hole–neutron star binaries1
Abstract

For highly compact neutron stars, constructing numerical initial data for black hole–
neutron star binary evolutions is very difficult. We describe improvements to an earlier
method that enable it to handle these more challenging cases. We examine the case of a
6:1 mass ratio system in inspiral close to merger, where the star is governed by a polytropic
Γ = 2, an SLy, or an LS220 equation of state. In particular, we are able to obtain a solution
with a realistic LS220 equation of state for a star with compactness 0.26 and mass 1.98 M ,
which is representative of the highest reliably determined neutron star masses. For the SLy
equation of state, we can obtain solutions with a comparable compactness of 0.25, while for a
family of polytropic equations of state, we obtain solutions with compactness up to 0.21, the
largest compactness that is stable in this family. These compactness values are significantly
higher than any previously published results. We find that improvements in adapting the
computational domain to the neutron star surface and in accounting for the center of mass
drift of the system are the key ingredients allowing us to obtain these solutions.
1
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3.1

Introduction

Among the prime candidate sources for ground-based gravitational wave detectors are binary
systems containing inspiraling neutron stars: black hole–neutron star (BHNS) binaries, or
systems containing two neutron stars. Besides being likely gravitational wave sources, such
systems are the leading candidates to explain short gamma-ray bursts [52–56]. Radioactive
decay of the neutron-rich material ejected by the merger may also power optical/infrared
transients days after the merger [57–59], particularly for BHNS binaries with a large neutron
star and a rapidly rotating black hole [60–64], and for binary neutron star mergers with
compact neutron stars [65].
Gravitational waves from coalescing binaries are searched for and analyzed using the
matched-filtering technique [66–69], which compares the detector output with a bank of
templates that model the waves emitted by the source. Therefore accurate knowledge of
the expected waveforms of incoming signals is required. While post-Newtonian templates
are expected to be accurate when the binary is widely separated, they break down near
merger. Fully relativistic numerical simulations of the last few orbits and the merger are
needed to match onto the post-Newtonian waveforms. Moreover, modeling of the subsequent
electromagnetic and neutrino emission must also be done by a code that can deal with all
the effects of strong-field gravity.
Numerical modeling of these systems is very challenging (see [18, 19, 70, 71] for reviews).
A key ingredient in such simulations is accurate initial data. Ideally, one would like a
snapshot of the gravitational field and the matter distribution only a few orbits before
merger but resulting from millions of years of slow inspiral. In general relativity, no exact
way is known to do this because the nonlinear Einstein equations are too difficult to solve.
So instead, various plausible approximations are made. The most common assumption is
that the binary has had time to settle into a quasi-equilibrium state, the system being
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approximately time-independent in the corotating frame. Furthermore, as the viscous forces
within the star are expected to be small, we do not expect much change in the spin of the star
as the orbital radius decreases. For an initially nonspinning neutron star, this would lead
to an irrotational velocity profile, another standard assumption. Because of gravitational
wave emission, however, there is no exact equilibrium state. Accordingly, these conditions
cannot all be perfectly satisfied simultaneously. Nevertheless, initial data incorporating these
assumptions seems to work quite well in practice.
This paper will focus on initial data for BHNS binaries, and in particular systems where
the neutron star has high compactness

C=

MNS
.
R

(3.1)

Here MNS is the ADM mass and R is the areal radius for an isolated star with the same
equation of state and baryon mass, and we use units with c = G = 1. The techniques
introduced here should be equally applicable to neutron star–neutron star binaries.
Previous results on initial data for BHNS evolutions include the early work of Taniguchi
et al. [72] and Sopuerta et al. [73], as well as more recent initial configurations generated
by Taniguchi et al. [74–76] and Grandclément [77]. Both Taniguchi and Grandclement use
codes based on the LORENE package [78], and excise from the computational domain the
region inside the apparent horizon of the black hole. An alternative method based on the
puncture formalism, in which the constraints are solved both inside and outside the black
hole horizon, has been proposed by Kyutoku et al. [79]. The results from [79] were also
obtained using LORENE. A newer initial data code, COCAL, has been developed by Uryū
and Tsokaros [80], but not yet applied to BHNS binaries.
Our own group has developed an independent code ([25], henceforth Paper I) that uses
a multidomain spectral method to achieve high accuracy at a relatively low computational
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cost. The code is based on the spectral elliptic solver (Spells) developed by the CornellCaltech collaboration [81], and originally developed by Pfeiffer et al. [23, 82] for the study
of binary black hole initial data. While the mathematical formulation of the problem is very
similar to [76] and [77], the numerical techniques are quite different. In particular, while all
use multidomain spectral methods, the flexibility that Spells offers in choosing subdomain
shapes and the form of the elliptic equations allows one to efficiently adapt the configuration
of the numerical grid to the geometry of the system and obtain high-precision results at a
very reasonable computational cost.
A drawback of the method described in Paper I is that it fails to converge to a solution
when the compactness C of the neutron star is too high. In fact, this seems to be a defect
of all the published methods for solving the BHNS initial value problem. The maximum
compactness that can be handled depends on the equation of state (EOS). The easiest EOS
for all methods is a Γ = 2 polytrope because it is smooth inside the star, and the density
goes linearly to zero near the surface. The method of Paper I can reliably produce binaries
with an initial separation of 7M0 and a compactness up to 0.18. Here M0 is defined via

M0 = MBH + MNS

(3.2)

where MBH is the Christodoulou mass of the black hole and MNS is the neutron star mass
as defined above. With some small modifications, described later, it can reach C = 0.20,
very close to the maximum allowed value before the neutron star is unstable to gravitational
collapse.
Treating realistic equations of state is more difficult. They tend to have nonsmooth
behavior as the composition changes in various density regimes. They often have nonanalytic
behavior or very steep slopes at the surface. And even smooth equations of state may be given
in tabular form, which introduces its own nonsmoothness. For example, for the SLy EOS [83–
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85], the maximum compactness attainable by the method of Paper I is 0.16, corresponding
to a neutron star mass of 1.27 M . The other codes for producing BHNS initial data have
reported a maximum compactness of C = 0.196 with a piecewise-polytropic equation of state
(for a 1.45M neutron star) [86], while binary neutron star initial data has been obtained
up to C = 0.213 (for a 1.6M neutron star) [65]. Since a neutron star of mass 2 M is known
to exist, this is clearly not adequate.

In this paper, we describe several technical improvements to the algorithm of Paper I
that allow high-compactness initial data to be calculated. For example, we show that for
the SLy EOS, a solution with C = 0.25, corresponding a neutron star mass of 1.86 M , can
be obtained. Furthermore, for the LS220 EOS [87], we can obtain a solution with C = 0.26,
corresponding to a mass of 1.98 M . These initial data can now be used in binary evolutions
to study the effect of high compactness on the outcome of the merger.

In [88], it was observed that highly compact configurations may result in mathematical
nonuniqueness of the solution, and a resolution of this problem was presented in the context
of conformally flat formulations for the evolution equations. In contrast, the work reported
here is not related to nonuniqueness. Rather, we are dealing with an iterative algorithm that
displays poor convergence as the compactness increases. The improvements to the algorithm
restore good convergence.

In this paper, we first describe in section 3.2 the methods we use to improve the solution
procedure of Paper I, in particular addressing requirements on the proper determination of
the neutron star surface location and the control of linear momentum in the system. In
section 3.3 we present high compactness results using polytropic, SLy, and LS220 EOS.
Finally, in section 3.4 we offer closing remarks on these findings.
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3.2

Methods

Our work is based on an implementation in the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC) of the
procedure described in Paper I. The core of the solution procedure is to solve a set of elliptic
equations to determine the metric and the velocity potential for the matter (an “elliptic
solve”). These elliptic equations contain a number of auxiliary variables that determine
the physical properties of the initial data. Some of these are imposed based on analytical
considerations, such as the background metric or boundary conditions, while others are
solved for in between iterations in order to enforce desired physical properties (mass and
spin of the compact objects, orbital parameters of the binary, total linear momentum of the
system), or computationally convenient properties (alignment of the surface of the neutron
star with the boundary between two subdomains). This procedure is described in detail in
section III.C of Paper I.
In solving the elliptic equations, a relaxation scheme is used to keep the solution in a
convergent regime. Instead of simply using the new solution at every step, it is combined
with the previous one via
unew = λu∗ + (1 − λ)uold

(3.3)

where λ is a parameter (the relaxation parameter) that we can choose, u is a quantity such
as the value of the metric at some point, and u∗ is the value of u found by solving the elliptic
equations. This scheme decreases the change in the quantities at each step, which helps to
maintain the convergence of the solver. In Paper I, we used λ = 0.3.
In this paper, we show that in order to obtain initial data for high-compactness neutron
stars, modifications to the iterative procedure of Paper I are required. In particular, we
need to modify how we enforce that the location of the surface of the neutron star is at a
subdomain boundary and that the total linear ADM momentum of the system is zero.
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3.2.1

Neutron Star Surface Adjustment

An important aspect of the solver is the numerical domain that is used to solve the equations.
We employ the domain described in Paper I section III.A, and shown here in figure 3.1. The
physical domain is covered by a number of overlapping spectral subdomains; choosing the
location and resolution of the subdomains allows the domain to be well-matched to the
problem. A particularly important detail (we have found) is that since the neutron star
surface is a physical discontinuity, it should be placed at a subdomain boundary to avoid
Gibbs oscillations in the numerical solution. This requirement was also found in Paper I,
although we used a different technique to enforce it. We employ a modification of the method
described in Paper I in section III.A.2 and in item 3 of the iterative procedure of section
III.C.
We define the neutron star surface as the location where the enthalpy reaches some
target value; the enthalpy h is defined via h = 1 +  + P/ρ, with ρ the baryon density, 
the internal energy density, and P the pressure. Note that in our code we assume betaequilibrium and zero temperature, and so our choice for surface location is equivalent to
letting it lie at constant pressure. However, we do not use the value P = 0. The reason
is that tabulated equations of state have many discontinuous features at low density, and
an extended low-density atmosphere. Trying to exactly capture those features in the same
spectral subdomain as the core of the star significantly degrades the accuracy of the solution
in high density regions. Instead we fix the surface at a constant non-zero pressure which is
sufficiently low that only a small amount of matter is outside of that surface, and sufficiently
high that many of the kinks in the low-density equation of state are in another subdomain.
This choice defines the subdomain boundary and the location where we enforce the boundary
condition on the velocity potential. The region outside this boundary is still permitted to
contain matter, but the velocity flow is not irrotational.
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Figure 3.1: The domain used for the binary black hole–neutron star system. The horizon of the
black hole is an external boundary of the domain; its interior is excised. The thick line shows the
star surface; this and all other interior lines form subdomain boundaries. The largest circle is the
inner boundary of the outer subdomain, this and all circles show the boundaries of spherical shells.
The domain furthermore comprises eight cylindrical shells, in two stacked groups of five and three,
and three rectangular prisms between and beside the objects.
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In practice, the enthalpy is computed from the metric and the fluid velocity by assuming
hydrostatic equilibrium (see Paper I). Since the neutron star surface may deviate slightly
from the subdomain boundary during the solution, the equation for h is solved outside the
star as well as inside. In principle, the enthalpy should take on a constant value everywhere
in the vacuum region, but numerically h is allowed to take values below h(ρ = 0), which
ensures better behavior in the surface-finding algorithm. Similarly, the baryon density ρ is
allowed to take unphysical values ρ < 0 in regions in which h < h(ρ = 0) to guarantee that
∇ρ is continuous—a desirable property when using spectral methods.
The location of the surface can be found with a simple one-dimensional root finding
algorithm along the collocation directions, which lets us find the stellar radius R(θ, φ) as a
function of angle. This is then used to define the stellar surface coefficients via an expansion
in scalar spherical harmonics:

R(θ, φ) =

l
X X
l

Rlm Ylm (θ, φ) .

(3.4)

m=−l

Note that for m 6= 0, the coefficients Rlm will be complex-valued in general, but because
R(θ, φ) is real-valued, Rl,−m = (−1)m (Rlm )? and so we can define

Slm


q


(−1)m 2 Re(Rlm ) m ≥ 0
π
=
q


(−1)m 2 Im(Rlm ) m < 0
π

(3.5)

to store all independent components of the Rlm coefficients.
The coefficients in (3.5) are used to update the domain boundary for the neutron star
subdomains used by the solver. However, since the enthalpy may have non-negligible errors
early in the solve, the computed surface may not be in the right place and may have large
jumps between iterations. This is similar to the difficulties that are encountered in the elliptic
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solve. Accordingly, we follow a relaxation scheme as in (3.3) in updating the Slm coefficients
defined in (3.5), which are computed in each step and used to define the mapping shown in
(77) and (78) in Paper I. We have found that choosing the same value for this relaxation
parameter as for the one controlling the metric and matter relaxation gives good results.

3.2.2

ADM Momentum Control

To uniquely specify the initial conditions that we are attempting to produce, we need to fix
the location of the centers of the black hole and neutron star, cBH and cNS , the initial orbital
angular velocity of the binary Ω0 , and its radial velocity vr = a˙0 r. We also have the freedom
to choose the value of the shift vector on the outer boundary of the computational domain,
β(rout ) = vboost . We try to make these choices so that
• The linear ADM momentum of the system in the center-of-mass frame satisfies PADM =
0.
• The objects are following circular orbits with the desired initial separation d.
• The center of mass of the system is at the origin of the chosen coordinate system.
The initial data solver finds constraint-satisfying configurations by following the iterative
procedure described in section III.C of Paper I. The center of the neutron star is fixed
at cNS = (−d MBH /M0 , 0, 0). The quantities Ω0 and a˙0 are chosen in order to minimize
the orbital eccentricity of the system, following the iterative procedure developed for black
hole–black hole binaries [89]. Alternatively, we can solve for Ω0 by requiring force balance
at the center of the neutron star, following (48) in Paper I as in step 5 of the iterative
method described in section III.C of Paper I. Combined with the choice a˙0 = 0, this leads to
eccentricities of a few percent, and provides a good initial guess for the eccentricity reduction
algorithm. This leaves us with the choices of cBH and vboost , which are both made iteratively.
The location of the black hole center can be modified at each step of the iteration, after we
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solve the constraint equations and evaluate the position of the neutron star surface (step
4 of the iterative procedure in Paper I). The choice of vboost comes as an outer boundary
condition in the constraint equation for the shift. We have developed two different methods
to choose cBH and vboost .
The first (hereafter “position control”) is largely similar to the algorithm described in
Paper I for spin-aligned binaries, and updated in [90] for black hole spins misaligned with
the orbital angular momentum of the binary. In this method, cBH is initialized to c0BH =
(d MNS /M, 0, 0). At each step n of the iterative procedure, we measure the linear ADM
i
momentum Pn , and the relative changes in each component δP i = |Pni − Pn−1
|/|Pni |. If

δP i < αP for the largest component Pni of the ADM momentum and a freely specifiable
parameter αP , then we reset the components of cBH in the orbital plane of the binary (the
x-y plane here) using the relaxation formula
∗
old
cnew
x,y = λP cx,y + (1 − λP )cx,y

(3.6)

analogously to (3.3), with c∗x,y computed using the values of P x,y and cx,y at the two latest
steps i and j at which the location of the black hole center was modified:
c∗x,y =

cix,y Pjy,x − cjx,y Piy,x
.
Pjy,x − Piy,x

(3.7)

For larger neutron stars, we have been using αP = 0.1, λP = 1. For compact stars, we find
that changing the location of the black hole center more often, but by smaller increments,
works better. Accordingly, we use αP = 0.4, and λP is chosen to equal the relaxation
parameter in the elliptic solve. Equation (3.7) is inspired by the fact that, in Newtonian
physics, a change δc in cBH induces a change δP = −δc × Ω in P. A similar updating
algorithm is used for the vertical location of the black hole center, except that instead
of trying to cancel the linear momentum of the system, we require vertical force balance
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(∇h)z = 0 at the center of the neutron star. Thus we use
c∗z =

ciz (∇h)jz − cjz (∇h)iz
.
(∇h)jz − (∇h)iz

(3.8)

The vertical component of the linear momentum, which cannot be easily controlled by moving
the location of the compact objects, is instead canceled by a “boost” given to the entire system
boost
through the chosen value vboost of the shift on the outer boundary. We set vx,y
= 0 and

update vzboost using the same method as for the black hole center, but with
vz∗ =

vzi Pjz − vzj Piz
.
Pjz − Piz

(3.9)

In the second method (hereafter “boost control”), the location of the center of the black
hole is fixed to its expected value for a Newtonian binary orbiting around the origin of our
coordinate system, cBH = (d MNS /M, 0, 0). The constraint PADM = 0 is then satisfied by
controlling all components of the linear momentum through the outer boundary condition
on the shift. That is, we use
∗
vx,y,z

j
i
Pix,y,z
vx,y,z
Pjx,y,z − vx,y,z
=
Pjx,y,z − Pix,y,z

(3.10)

to reset the components of vboost whenever δP i < αP .
For spin-aligned binaries, position control generally results in a very small coordinate
velocity for the center of mass of the system. On the other hand, imposing a non-zero
boundary condition on the shift at large distances leads to a drift of the coordinate location
of the center of mass at velocity v COM ∼ v boost . This effect was observed for misaligned
BHNS binaries in [90]. Because a large drift of the center of mass might introduce undesirable
coordinate effects in the methods used to extrapolate the gravitational wave signal to infinity,
or complicate the work of the control system used to evolve the binary in the comoving frame,
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we have generally preferred position control. However, each change of the location of the
center of the black hole in the initial data solver introduces significant constraint violations
in our solution. We find that, for very compact stars with C & 0.2, these changes can prevent
convergence of the iterative procedure used to generate initial data, and so we avoid position
control in these cases.

3.3

Results

Using the methods described above, we were able to obtain solutions for binaries with various
neutron star compactness for a variety of different equations of state. In all cases, we have
chosen the black hole to be nonspinning, since the aim of the study was to develop methods
for handling high neutron star compactness.

3.3.1

Polytropic Γ = 2 EOS

Using the methods of Paper I, tweaking only the elliptic solve relaxation parameter described
in the iterative procedure in section III.C, solutions for polytropic Γ = 2 equations of state
with compactness up to 0.18 could be obtained. If we additionally incorporate an initial
guess based on a lower-compactness binary instead of starting with an isolated neutron
star configuration, a solution with C = 0.20 could be found. Finally, using the techniques
described in section 3.2, we are able to obtain solutions with compactness up to C = 0.21
and mass of 1.4 M . For the family of equations of state we consider, there is a dynamic
instability that sets in for compactness slightly higher than 0.21, and so this is roughly the
highest compactness that we expect to be physically meaningful. In addition, other work
[88] has found mathematical nonuniqueness problems with obtaining solutions for stars that
are dynamically unstable, and for both these reasons we avoid investigating such solutions.
For polytropes, we could thus nearly reach the maximum stable compactness without further
modifications of the elliptic solve. Only the highest stable compactness C = 0.21 still required
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the techniques introduced above. By contrast, for the SLy and LS220 equations of state, the
methods of Paper I fail at much lower compactness.
We show in table 3.1 the results for applying this method to Γ = 2 polytropes of different
compactness. The stellar mass is held constant at 1.4 M and so the polytropic parameter κ
varies across these solutions and is included in the table. (Note that for polytropes, the mass
can be rescaled by changing κ without affecting C.) The mass ratio is 6:1 for all cases. The
binding energy Eb is computed by subtracting the sum of the ADM masses of the black hole
and neutron star in isolation from the ADM energy of the system. The surface coefficients
shown are defined in (3.5). The residuals obtained as a function of resolution are shown in
figure 3.2. In the residuals we can see some aberrant behavior and jumps, but nevertheless
the exponential convergence with resolution that characterizes spectral methods is apparent,
especially if one focuses on the higher resolutions. The convergence with resolution also does
not seem to vary among the different cases, so that compactness does not seem to be an
issue here. One other thing to note here is that the initial distance d between the black
hole and neutron star is chosen to be quite close in all but the highest compactness cases, as
compared with the values in tables 2, 5, and 6 in Paper I.

3.3.2

SLy EOS

Using the methods of this paper, we can obtain solutions for an SLy equation of state with
compactness up to C = 0.25, which corresponds to a star with a mass of 1.86 M . For
comparison, the maximum stable compactness for this equation of state is about C = 0.31,
corresponding to a mass of 2.04 M . Solutions were found for a variety of different distances,
although as the compactness becomes greater, it becomes more difficult to obtain solutions
for very close binaries. At the highest compactness, the closest binaries we attempted did
not have a convergent solution, and so an evolution of such a system would need to simulate
more than 20 orbits before a merger.
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Figure 3.2: Spectral convergence for a family of BHNS binary configurations. For each configuration, the equation of state is a Γ = 2 polytrope chosen to yield MNS = 1.4 M . Each panel
shows the final residual in the metric solution (Rmet ) and in the velocity potential solution (Rmat )
as a function of the cube root of the number of grid points in the domain. The vertical scale is
logarithmic, and the exponential convergence with resolution is apparent.
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C

κ

λ

d/M0

ΩM0

Eb /M0

J/M0 2

S20 /S00

0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21

96.7
89.7
84.1
79.8
76.6
74.4
73.2

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.15

6.86
6.86
6.86
6.86
7.71
7.71
14.0

0.046 48
0.046 49
0.046 50
0.046 50
0.039 67
0.039 68
0.017 40

−6.69
−6.70
−6.71
−6.71
−6.19
−6.19
−3.85

0.422
0.421
0.421
0.421
0.434
0.434
0.526

4.261
4.439
4.474
4.412
3.574
3.419
1.441

×10−3

×10−3

Table 3.1: Solved quantities for a family of BHNS binary configurations. For each configuration,
the equation of state is a Γ = 2 polytrope chosen to yield MNS = 1.4 M . The multiplier below
applies to the column above it. The columns show the compactness C, the polytropic parameter
κ, the relaxation parameter λ, the initial separation d, the orbital angular velocity Ω, the binding
energy Eb , the ADM angular momentum J, and the ratio S20 /S00 of surface coefficients defined in
(3.5). The quantity M0 is defined in (3.2). In all cases the black hole has no spin and the mass
ratio is 6:1.

These results are shown in table 3.2. The mass ratio q is close to 6, with slight variations
between solutions. The residuals obtained in the solve are shown in figure 3.3, plotted against
N 1/3 , the cube root of the number of points in the domain. Note that for the C = 0.23 and
C = 0.25 cases, we have only plotted the convergence in the case of d = 14M0 . Even
more so than in the polytropic case, there are some jumps in the residuals, particularly
in the velocity potential. Furthermore, jumps are present at all compactnesses instead of
just low ones. However, once again, the convergence does appear smoothly exponential at
high resolution. The same value for the relaxation parameter is used for all of the various
quantities that are updated via a relaxation scheme.

3.3.3

LS220 EOS

We obtain solutions for an LS220 tabulated equation of state with compactness up to C =
0.26, which corresponds to a star with a mass of 1.98 M . For comparison, the largest known
reliable neutron star masses are (1.97 ± 0.04) M [8] and (2.01 ± 0.04) M [91]. The LS220
equation of state is the most realistic of the ones considered here, and so this is a very relevant
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Figure 3.3: Spectral convergence for a family of BHNS binary configurations. For each configuration, the equation of state is SLy. Each panel shows the final residual in the metric solution
(Rmet ) and in the velocity potential solution (Rmat ) as a function of the cube root of the number of
grid points in the domain. The vertical scale is logarithmic, and the exponential convergence with
resolution is apparent.
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C

MNS

q

λ

d/M0

ΩM0

Eb /M0

J/M0 2

S20 /S00

0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.25

1.27
1.34
1.41
1.49
1.62
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.86
1.86

6.64
6.26
5.94
5.65
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.1
0.1

6.95
6.90
6.85
6.80
13.71
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
14.0
16.0

0.045 60
0.046 11
0.046 59
0.047 07
0.017 91
0.037 85
0.027 85
0.021 60
0.017 39
0.014 39
0.017 38
0.014 38

−6.15
−6.46
−6.77
−7.05
−3.91
−6.05
−5.09
−4.39
−3.82
−3.22
−3.88
−2.38

0.393
0.409
0.424
0.438
0.522
0.438
0.468
0.497
0.526
0.552
0.525
0.552

4.928
4.696
4.460
4.231
1.533
2.878
2.066
1.611
1.324
1.124
1.144
0.971

×10−3

×10−3

Table 3.2: Solved quantities for a family of BHNS binary configurations. For each configuration,
the equation of state is SLy. The multiplier below applies to the column above it. The quantities
shown are all as for table 3.1, with κ replaced by the neutron star ADM mass MNS in units of M .
We also show the mass ratio q for each configuration.

result. The largest compactness for which this equation of state yields a stable solution is
C = 0.29, corresponding to a mass of 2.04 M .
These results are shown in table 3.3. In all cases, the mass ratio is 6:1. The residuals
obtained in the solve are shown in figure 3.4, plotted against N 1/3 , the cube root of the
number of points in the domain. As before, we find exponential convergence, and obtain a
final residual of 10−5 or better.
It is worth briefly discussing the differences in final residuals among the various solutions
we obtain. Comparing the various cases, we find a solution for the metric quantities and
velocity potential whose residual is worse for the most compact solutions than the least
compact ones by about a factor of 10. Generally speaking, the metric residual reaches 10−5
in the worst cases and the velocity potential reaches 10−4 . We consider this to be a suitable
result for the purpose of evolving these systems through merger. We performed a very short
examination of the behavior of our most compact LS220 solution in an evolution, and found
that the convergence of the constraints and their values are quite acceptable, similar to what
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C

MNS

λ

d/M0

ΩM0

Eb /M0

J/M0 2

S20 /S00

0.17
0.23
0.25
0.26

1.40
1.83
1.94
1.98

0.2
0.1
0.08
0.07

14.0
14.0
16.0
14.0

0.017 39
0.017 39
0.014 39
0.017 39

−3.84
−3.83
−3.18
−3.73

0.526
0.526
0.552
0.525

1.885
1.347
0.985
1.075

×10−3

×10−3

Table 3.3: Solved quantities for a family of BHNS binary configurations. For each configuration,
the equation of state is the LS220 tabulated equation of state. The multiplier below applies to the
column above it. The quantities shown are all as for table 3.1, with κ replaced by the neutron star
ADM mass MNS in units of M .

is seen with a much less compact star. In terms of matter, we see an initial anomaly in the
density larger than in the low compactness case, but this anomaly decreases with resolution.

3.4

Conclusions

The problem of solving for initial data for a black hole–neutron star system is a complex one
involving many interacting solution steps. In addition to the elliptic equations governing the
system, multiple nonlinear constraints must be imposed simultaneously. In this paper, we
focused on two of these in particular: aligning the surface with a subdomain boundary and
enforcing zero linear momentum on the binary system. The close interaction between the
equations and all of the constraints requires care in solving the system, and for some choices
of system parameters the convergence of the system can be very sensitive to deficiencies in
the solution method. In fact, it seems to be generally true that high compactness stars cause
difficulty with the various solvers that exist.
We have found that by applying additional relaxation steps to the method of Paper I
[25] we could obtain solutions for a wide variety of systems with quite high compactness
stars, including stars with polytropic, SLy, and LS220 equations of state. This includes a
solution for a binary with a physically realistic LS220 equation of state star having a mass
of M = 1.98 M . We have found it effective to employ a relaxation scheme in updating
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Figure 3.4: Spectral convergence for a family of BHNS binary configurations. For each configuration, the equation of state is LS220. Each panel shows the final residual in the metric solution
(Rmet ) and in the velocity potential solution (Rmat ) as a function of the cube root of the number of
grid points in the domain. The vertical scale is logarithmic, and the exponential convergence with
resolution is apparent.
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the metric and velocity potential quantities from the elliptic solver procedure, as well as the
neutron star surface location, in addition to a boost parameter in a control scheme adjusting
for undesired linear ADM momentum in the system. The choice of different relaxation
parameters allows one to tune the solver for the convergence properties of the particular
solution being examined. These improvements allow solutions to the black hole–neutron
star initial data problem to be found for physically important cases.
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